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··) INTRODUCTION 
When I first read 11The Greek Passion" in 195_4, I felt the 
possibility of an effective drama. But how? The novel is big in 
scope. There are forty speaking characters, seven or more violent 
deaths, four battles, and at least fift~en possible settings. Yet 
with all this activity, the novel moves slowly. Action is interrupted 
or sent off into different areas of develop~ent. Throughout the work, 
the author continually comments and takes sides with his characters. 
·In essence, the treatment is big, expansive, and subjective in approach 
so that, although.the novel is interesting as reading, the major prob,;.. 
lem for the dramatist is to create dramatic action that will involve 
the emotions ofan. audience and that will sustain throughout a 
performance. 
In the first chapter, the c~sting of the Passion takes place at 
the Archon' ~ ;house. The counc:i;lors discuss various villagers who will 
take part. Then the villagers· enter and those selected are assigned 
their specific tasks in the play. Since ;it is Easter, everyone is 
happy and at ease. There .is no sense of immediacy and no fear of the 
Agha, who is apparently content~ In my first attempt, I stayed close 
to the novel's opening. But orie evening I_ read the first scene to a 
group of writers, and I discovered that after three or four minutes, 
I completely lost their attention. A discussion of possible actors 
for the .Passion did not interest them. They were confused and un-
involved. I really felt that dramatic action began when the refugees 
entered the village, but I still Wa.nted the dramatic irony that the 
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casting of the Passion would furn:ish. I finally decided that the 
arrival of the refugees, who enter without warning in the novel, must 
be foreshadowed, and that dramatic suspense and tension must be increased 
by the Agha's fear of rebellion and the villagers' constant awareness 
of the Agha' s power .. · I switched the opening scene to the village square 
with the Agha listening to gunfire in the North. Grigoris also dis-
cusses the rebellion with Panayotaros and states that if the rebels 
arrive, they cannot remain .in the village. Meamrhile, ·the play is 
cast with the war in the North on everyone's mind. I also cut the 
number of people cast from eight to five, and they are given their 
roles with a minitnum of expositi9n •. · 
In the novel, after the play is cast anq after l·fanolios takes the 
refugees to the mountains, a new· line of action develops. The Agha's 
first boy, Yotissafaki, whom he loves dearly, is found murdered. The 
Agha is certain that the Greeks are responsible. He locks the coun-
cilors in jail an.d sentences them to death •.. But Manolios comes forward 
. . . 
and takes ri:he blame for .the murder. When Katerina discovers that 
Manolios must die, she rushes to the Agha' s house and tells hitn that 
she killed the boy ·in a fit .of jealousy because he had taken the 
Agha• s love from her;. In his fury, the Agha stabs her to death and 
kicks her down a flight of stairs. · Later, just before Manolios is 
to be executed, one of the Agha's servants reveais that Houssein, the 
Agha' s guard, has killed the boy. The Agha horribly mutilates the 
guard in the square.and leaves·hitu.to die. 
Certainly a great deal is happening here, but I did not see how all 
this activity would work for a play.· It was too big and. too divorced 
from a single line of action. I felt that the second act should be 
devoted to an ever widening split between Manolios and.the village 
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council. If Katerina should die, her death must be the result of 
something that concerns Hanolios. Since Panayotaros is destined to 
take part in Manolios' death, and since his pride and jealousy are 
inextricably wound up in his relationship with Katerina, it seemed 
dramatically sound that he should be her slayer in.· the second act 
clilllax. 
In the novel, a chapter is devoted to the death of Captain Fortounas 
after his fall from the balcony. But the deaths of Hanolios, Katerina, 
and the Archon must occur in the play. I felt that the Captain's 
departure would ~erve no dramatic purpose. ·So that in the third act, 
I create a scene in which Fortounas argues With Despina Kostandis. I 
use him. for comic relief after the second act clilllai, and I strive to 
develop a change in his behavior because of: fd.s relationship with 
Hanolio s. 
In the last scene of the third act, I have eliminated all the 
skirmishes between the refugees and the villagers except for a brief 
struggle after Manolios' request for admission. At this point in the 
novel, Father Fotis challenges Father Grigoris to a duel. If he wins, 
the refugees will enter; if not, they will return to the mountain. There 
is a terrible bout. Fotis wins, but fighting breaks out, and all is 
lost. I had this fight in an earlier version, but now I do not see 
how it helps the play's purpose. On the stage, the fight could easily 
descend to the comic and distasteful. After Manolios is seized by 
the villagers, he is taken to be killed on the altar of the village 
church. Time and theatrical necessity did not allow me this change 
of setting. Manolios is killed in the. village square. 
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I had to make changes in the characterizations of the protagonist 
(Grigoris) a.D.d the antagonist (Manolios). In the novel, Grigoris is 
a horrible villain, motivated by greed, gluttony, and lechery. I feel 
he is painted too black to serve as a stage figure. I have tried to 
make him an ambitious, compromising man lho wants to preserve his church. 
Manolios presents the. eternal problem of making a saintly man dramatically 
effective. For this reason, I do not stress the author•s concern with 
Manolios r search for saintliness. I try to make him· a naive, question-
ing, troubled young man, who faces the problems of the village and who 
grows into a courageous, disillusioned adult. 
Every dramatist is always searching for a strong premise. When 
I first read the novel, I found the problem of a good man in constant 
battle to maintain.his integrity in a world that continually strives to 
undermine it an exciting area for development. Of course, the idea of 
a drama about an individual versus his society is nothing new or 
origi;nal, but I do feel that many facets of this condition have not 
been fully explored. On the stage, I hope "The Greek Passsion" can 
be played as a compelling account of this ever present dilemma. 
Based on the novel 
by Nikos Kazantzakis 
TBE G.IiEEK PASSION 
by 
Michael Antonakes 
Mi.chael Antonakes 
101 Perr,y Street 
New York 14, New York 
'WA 4-4723 
. Library of Congress 
Card Number: DU 39588 
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. ACT I _.;..Scene 1 
(THE VILLAGE SQUARE~ Ul?5TAGE CENTER IS THE COFFEE HOUSE, A 
MEETING PIACE FOR FOOD, DRINK, CO~ONSHIP~ TO THE 'LEFT, 
OTHER BUSINESS VENTURES .AND 'WHITE BRICK HOMES. uPSTAGE RIGHT, 
TEE .A.GHA•S RICH HOME, 1ITTH A BALCONY .AND STAIRS LEADING TO THE 
STREET.. DOWNSTAGE LEFT, A SMALL MEETING AREA 1HTH SEVERAL 
BENCHES AND TABLES. DOWN RIGHT, A YlELL. IN TEE BACKGROUND IS 
MOUNT SARAKJNA. . 
llHEN THE PIAY BEGINS, THE AGHA, THE TURKISH RUIER <F TEE VILlAGE, 
IS STANDING .ON THE BALCONY. A YOUNG lAD,. BRAHAMAKI, SITS OPFOSITE 
HIM, TUNING A MANDOLIN. TEE AGHA IS QUESTIONING A STRAGGLER 
HUDDLED ON THE STREET. A .. GUARD STANDS OVER THE PRISONER. ON THE 
BENCH IN FRONT OF COFFEE HOUSE, .MANOLIOS, WHO HAS BEEN REA.DlliG, 
'WATCHES TEE AGHA. AT THE ·BENCHES DOWN lEFT, THE ARCHON HAS 
STOPPED EA,TING., .AND IADAS WAITS BEFORE CHECKJNG THE VILLAGE 
COUNCIL1S TREASU,RY REPORT. THEY WATCH THE AGHA.) 
AHGA 
Who started the rebellion up there? 'Why did you come here? 
You plan to do the same thing? Oh, no.. This is a good village. 
The Greeks and I get along well. · I command and· they obey. Isn't 
that correct 1 Brahamaki? 
BRA!IA}fAKI 
Yes, Agha •. 
AGHA. 
'Who started the trouble? You rebels cantt leave things well 
enough alone. Some fool riles you all up and you start yel.ling 
revolution. look wh~:t happens to you. You want freedom. If 
I gave 'it to you as a gift, you wouldn't know what to do with 
it. Who started the rebellion? All right. Take him away. 
(THE GUARD EXITS WITH THE STRAGGLER) Make sure he lea yes the 
village. (DISTANT GUNFikE BREAKS OUT.. THE .A.GHA AND THE OTHERS 
LISTEN) :I'heytre still fighting up North. Damn foolst This is 
the:ir "Easter Sunday. You'd think: they'd have sense eno~gh to 
sit back and enjoy it. (HE TAKES A DRINK) Look at my flock. 
They celebrate Easter. They•re good to me. My cellar is · . . 
full -~ wines, cheese; red eggs. We never have any difficulty. 
We•re going to eat, drink, arid dance -- all day and all night. 
But up there somebody has to spoil things. Brahamaki, you and 
I should give instruction on how to control the Greek. 
e· 
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B.RAHAMAKI 
Yes, Agha.: 
AGHA 
Give them the Agha. He knows the solution. Let the Greeks 
chew each other up. When they break eaqh other t s bones, I go 
in and restore order; Tb..en i;here's no trouble. Ah, world. 
A little raki, iny lad? . 
(HE .001Dt5 THE DR:rnKS. . BRAIJAMAKI. STRUMS HIS MA.NDOLlN. KATERJNA, 
RHO KEEFS TURNING TO SEE IF SHE IS BEJNG FOLLOWED, ENTERS. 
QUICKLY • SHE CARRIES CIEAN WHITE LINEN. SHE NOTICES MANOLIOS 
.AND STOPS) . 
KATERJNA 
Christ.is risen, Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
Christ is risen, Katerina. 
KATERINA 
.A:re you still studying? On Easter Sunday? 
MANOLIOS 
No, I was just reading. 
KATER.INA 
You read so much. If you don't watch out, you're going to 
have to put glasses on that handsome facee 
MANOLIOS 
I don't thilik so, Katerina. 
KATERJNA 
You look like an angel today, Manolios. 1ihy won't you see me? 
MANOLIOS 
I can't. 
KATER.lNA 
You're so serious.. You ought to have some fun. lfuy won•t you 
see me? 
MANOLIOS 
I can't. 
.( ·-· 
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KATERINA 
No? I just rein.ellibered.; You're engaged. Y0u IllU.St be faithful 
to Lenio. 1fuen are you getting married? 
MANOLIOO. 
I haventt decided. 
KATERJN.A. 
Oh? (SHE lOOKS BEHIND HER) I have to leave. You look like 
an .angel, Manolios. (SHE CROSSES TO EXIT.: AS SHE PASSES 
BALCONY, BRAB:AMAKI STOFS HER) 
BRAHAMAKI 
You! 
KATERJNA 
Yes? 
BRAHAMAKI 
Where are you going? 
KATERJNA 
I have to do. an errand. 
Wait. I want to talk to you. 
KA.TERJNA 
Yes? 
BR.AHAMAKI 
I've seen you before. I --
KATERJNA 
· I have to do an errand& Itm late. 
BRAHA.MAKI 
I donlt care. I want to speak to you. 
KATERINA 
What about? 
BRA.HAJ.fAKI 
Nothing, I just 1w.nt company. 
-- KA.TERJNA 
Pm late., Get your own company. 
( SBE EXITS. THE AGHA BURSTS INTO A GUF:I!-..A'W) 
AGHA 
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What are you trying to do, Braha:maki? To catch the widow 
Katerina? There isn't a Greek in the village that can hold 
on to her,: An,d you!_ 
BRAHAHAKI 
Why not? 
AGHA 
Your confidence amazes me. 
BRAHAMAKI 
Why? 
AGHA 
Yourre a y~ung fellow.- Give yourself a little time. 
__ BIWIAHAia 
I'm not that young. I'm tired 6f sitting around here. The 
same thing ,every day. -~I ~t some friends -- some. lady friends. 
AGHA 
BRAHAMAKI 
You brought me here. If-you want me to stay, do something 
about it. -
AGHA 
Aren't you something? I brought you here to entertain me and to 
amuse me. Now~ don't give commands. Just entertain. The boy 
before you was an absolute delight. ~~ can't you be pleasant? 
BR.AHAMAKI 
I don 1 t care. 
AGHA 
You be careful.. I want no disrespect from you~. 
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BRAHAHAKI 
I don't 1ike it -here. 
AGHA 
It's too bad. Just watch out. I'll have you castrated, 
_and you won•t bother me anymore. 
BR,AHAMAKI 
No; you won't. Pm warning you. Y0 u get me some friends or 
I 1eave. 
AGHA 
Y0 u can have }fartha, the housekeeper. She' 11 take care of 
you. 
BRARAMAKI 
I don't want her. I want a young pretty one. 
AGHA 
Itm tired of your comp1aints. Now you 1isten to meL 
(DISTANT GUNFIRE BREAKS OUT AGAJN. THE AGHA LISTENS. FATBER. 
GRIGORIS ENTERS- FROM THE COl'"'.FEE HOUSE. HE LISTENS WITH THE 
OTHERS. A PAUSE~ THEN, HE CROSSES TO THE AGHA) 
GRIGORIS 
Good afternoon, Agha. 
·AGHA 
Oh, Father Grigoris.. Happy Easter~ 
GRIGORI$ 
Thank you. I have a request, Agha. 
AGHA 
What is it? 
GRIGORIS 
I hope you give it your consideration. 
AGHA 
Yes. 'What? 
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GRIGORIS 
The village council would like' to hold its Easter meeting. 
AGHA 
lll1at for? I want no trouble. · No crowds. No .. 
GRIGORIS 
Pve told the villagers to keep a:wa;r. from the square., It 
will be an open meeting. Just the ·village council .. 
AGHA 
'What 1 s the meeting .about? 
· GRIGORIS 
It's a church affair.o ·.1fe .are planning our Easter program for 
next year. 
AGHA 
'We•ll have all sorts ·of commotion.. No. 
GRIGORIS 
Please, Agha~ Just the village counciL Our leader, the 
,Archon -- Archon! · (THE ARCHON STOPS EATING. HE BREATHES 
'WITH EFFORT.. HE_ RISES AND BOWS) . 
ARCHON 
Good afternoon, Agha .. · 
AGHA 
Good afternoon. 
GRIGORIS 
And Ladas, our treasurer. 
IADAS 
~ow do yo:u do, A.gha? 
AGHA 
Ladas. How much money did you make last month, Ladas? 
- ~s 
I tried ~ best. 
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.AGHA 
Yes. 
.GRIGORIS 
And Captain Fortounas •. , (HE TURNS TO THE DOOR. OF THE COF.l<'EE 
HOUSE) Fortounasl. Please. hurry.· That's all, Agha.. Just 
the council and· one Or two villagers. 
AGHA 
Will you ·take .the responsibility? 
:. GRIGOlUS 
There'll be no trouble. I assure you • 
. AGHA 
All right.. Be quick about it. 
GRIGORIS · 
Thank yott; •Agha. 
(THE AGHA RESUMES HIS DRINKING. GRIGORIS MOVES TOWARD COUNCILORS. 
:PA.NAYOTAROS RUSHES IN. GRIGORIS STOPS HIM AND lEADS HIM TOWARD 
THE 'WELL DOWN RIGHT) 
GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros, I want to see you.. 
:PANAYOTAROS 
Have you seen Katerina? 
GRIGORIS 
No, but Panayotaros there's sametliing ...., 
PANA.YOT.A.ROS 
. ·I've got to see KA.ter;ina. 
GRIGORIS 
Will you please listenl 
PANAYOTAROS 
I'm in a hurry. Did you.: see her? 
--
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GRIGORIS 
She can wait. Something• s come up. 
PANAYOTAO:RS 
Jfua t :now? · 
( GRIGORIS OPENS ONE OF _THE TEXTBOOKS. HE HOLDS UNDER HIS ARM. 
GRIGORIS 
I want you to stUdy pages eleven through twenty.o.,nine. I may 
use you in the Easter program;. 
P.ANAYOTAORS 
Me? ·.You must be joking. 
(GRIGORIS MOVES PANAYOTAROS DOWN RIGHT SO THAT HE WILL NOT BE 
HEAiffi BY THE OTHERS) 
GRIGORIS 
Study pages eleven through twenty-n:i.n.e., I spoke to the 
straggler. ·The rebellion was cru:shed UP' North. The village was 
wiped oute Study pages eleven through twenty-n:ine. Those that 
are left and their priest·may be coming this way. Under no 
circumstances are they to remaib. m the village or near this 
area. Is that clear? · Th~y can•t stay here.·· 
PANAYOTAROS 
GRIGORIS 
You know what to do? 
:eANAYOTAROS 
Yes ... Can I go now? 
.. 
GRIGORIS 
No.. I need you. Please wait here and study those pages. 
PANAYOTAR.OS 
'But I ~t to see -:-· 
.. GRIGORIS 
Please wait here. 
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.: -- . 
(PANAYOTAROS SITS DOWNSTAGE OF WELt AND CLEANS HIS PISTOL. 
GRIGORJ:S CROSSES TO CQtJN"CII.ORS) __ . . 
GRIGORIS 
Gentlemen, we can :Pegin:. ·1fuere 1 s -Ii'ortounas? Captain Forfumas ~ 
This day is a ve'ry significant one. (POINTS TO HEAVEN) _ He _ 
is risen. Let tis fervently pray that He rises within us •. 
( CAPTAJN" FORTOUNA.S 1 ALMOST DRUNK, COMES TOTTERIN'G OUT OF THE 
· COFFEE HOUSE} 
FORTOUNAS · 
Agha. · Christ is risen. 
'AGHA 
· Captain F9rtounas. · lfuere have you been? 
FOR TOUNAS 
I've been :in communion with the saints. 
AGHA. 
Iqve been waiting. I thought we were going to celebrate. 
-FORTOUNAS 
We are. Yesterday I sent for a special bottle from the next 
-villagee -lt's late.. But I never disappoint.- Do If It 1 s 
the very best. -Just be patient. 
AGHA 
· Ah, Fortounas. You're the only Greek I understand., 
, FORTOUNAS · 
We'll celebrate.- I promise. Has the meeting begun? Excuse 
me, Agha. -Without iny presence., the village council. .can not 
do its- work.. Wait for Ill.e. 
' . 
(HE CROSSES TO COUNCIL AND SITS) 
Good afternoon, gentlemen. 
GRIGORIS 
:Every seven years· it is our custoin. to pick citizens of the 
-viliage to act in the Passion of Christ during Holy Week. 'We 
· ri.ow approach the seventh year and .-..-
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ARCHON 
It can't be done. We have enough to think about. The play 
must be postponed. 
IADAS 
I agree., It means another expense, and the treasury's depleted. 
Let me read you the report. 
·.GRIGORIS 
Why don't you let me finish? It is our custom to do the play. 
This is_ a difficult time. Does it mea.ti we sacrifice every 
belief we cherish? We are very fortunate. Despite outside 
rule, we ·have managed to keep our church and our community. 
IADA.s 
Hay I read the. treasurer 1 s report? 
GRIGORIS 
Shl We have seen the stragglers come through here.. 'With what? 
No.homes, no church ;.. .. nothing. 
ARCHON 
What does this have to. do~ "With the play? 
GRIGO:R,IS 
A foolish misguided rebellion leads to disaster.. We keep our 
strength by holding our be:tiefs. I'll speak frankly,. Next 
Easterj the Bishop will come to see_ our pla:y. We shall spend 
a year preparing and rehearsing for this project. I want him to 
be very impressed by_my work ....... ·our work in this co:mmunity. 
IADAS 
'Who's going to'pay for this? · 
.GRIGORIS 
There are peopl.e who wi11 support it. The .Archon has been 
generous. And you, Ladas.· I'm still waiting for your contri-
bution. 
.AR,CHON 
HalVen1 t you made your donation yet? 
I ... ll 
IAMS. 
·'When Pm able, I'll do .m;Y best. 
~ ARCHON 
Your bestl At every meeting you wa.t1t to be heard.. C'mon.. How 
much? How nnich · have you given to the church? 
IADAS 
I do my best.. I'm not stingy. 
FORTOUNAS 
'Who says Ladas is stingy? ·"Why only yesterday I heard him 
talking to his wife. 1'foman, he said, go and cook an .egg .. 
There'll be four of us for supperl (THE ARCHON BURSTS lNTO 
A G1JF,8'A1i) 
I refuse -= 
. GRIGORIS 
Sit down, Ladas. Now we must pick villagers for the following 
parts: the two .A.post1es 1 Peter and John; the b:etrayer, Judas 
Iscariot; and 1fary Magdalen~ Our most difficult task? To 
find the man to play the role of Christ. Any suggestions? 
FORTOUNAS 
For Mary Magdalen, we have the widow Katerina. Did you see 
her go by before? She's fi7;-st class. One night I saw her in 
the yard, conibingher hair. Her eyes were bulging. She's a 
gypsy. She could send the Archbishop straight to the devill 
GRIGORIS 
Captain, please be careful and await your turn. Archon? What 
d:o you think? 
ARCHON 
I have no opinion. I desire only one thing. I want my son 
Michael to be Christ •. 
GRIGORIS 
My dear Archon, I say n6. The part requires a year of prepara ... 
tion and study. 
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ARCIION · 
Michael can do it. 
GRIGORIS 
It won't be anything easy. We need a certa:in kind of' man. 
Michael is ca:ref'ree. He likes good company. I'm not sure 
hels interested in the. role. 
How about Kosta, the cof'f'ee house man, f'or Peter? 
GRIGORIS 
No, I was thinking Panayotaros ...... 
ARCHON 
I 1\>aS just go:ing to mention him •. ·Kosta would be a very good 
Peter. I nominate Kosta f'or :Peter the Apostle. 
FOR.TOUN.AS 
I agree. 
ARCHON 
Kostandisl Will youoome out here, Kostandis? That's settled. 
But what about 1ny son? · 
GRIGORIS 
I think Michael would be an excellent John. 
ARCHON 
Is it a good role~ 
GRIGORIS 
.,,, .... - '~ : ..,. ... 
It will be a great honor f'or him.. Remember the Apostle John will 
be faithful to the very end .. 
ARCHON 
All right. l.ficliael will be John. I'm satisfied. 
(KOSTANDIS COMES OUT OF COFFEE HOUSE WITH A TRAY OF ANACET AND 
CANDY, AND HE SERVES THE COUNCILORS) 
KOST.ANDIS 
I have news. The village of A:taia was destroyed in the North •. 
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GRIGORIS 
Not now, Kosta. Later.. Stand there, Kosta. You will be Peter 
the ,Apostle. Be careful in the coffee house. No profit on bad 
whiskey or sta~e candy. ;Be especially careful not to beat 
your 1dfel 
FORTODN.AS 
Kostandis beat .his wife? . H~l , Was the Apostle henpecked, too? 
.. GRIGORI$ 
Captain, please •. All right, Kostandis. 
Is there anything else?. 
GRIGORIS 
No. 
(KOSTANDIS. TURNS TO EXIT .AND THEN STOPS) 
. ~. 
KOST.ANDIS 
Oh, ·Father.. I have a request. C·hrist rode a donkey into 
Jerusalem.. We will need a donkey: · Bveryone knows my 
Youssoufa.ki.. Who can find a more gentle: animal? I want 
him to be .in the play" 
FORTOUNAS 
. . . 
Your will be done. I move that Kosta and his jackass be 
treated equally .~dvoted in together! 
GRIGORIS·. 
Capta±n! lfill you please stop? · 
\ 
. . - : 
(l'IICHAEL, SLIGHTLY DRUNK, ENTERS SJNGJNG FROM RIGHT. BE STOFS 
KOSTA ID!O IS RETURNING TO COFFEE HOUSE~ . HE TAKES A DRINK) 
MICHAEL 
Christ is risen, Kosta (HE DRINKS} Ah, that's better. 
ARCHON 
llhere have you been, Michael? You're late • 
. l 
·MICHAEL· 
I'm sorry, Pa •. (HE QROSSES TO COUNCIL) I was held up .. 
FORTODNA.S 
I saw what held you up, Michael. I'm surprised you even 
bothere¢1. to come. What a partyl Wby wasn't I invited? 
MICHAEL 
How did you know where I was, you old rascal? 
GRIGORIS 
I - 1.4 
Michael, please.. Yoitr attention.. You will be the Apostle John 
in our Easter play. Be worthy of your position .. 
MICHAEL 
I'm your man, Father.. Where is everybody? (HE POURS HD1SEIF 
A DRINK) This is Easter Sunday. George 1 (HE CROSSES TO COFFEE 
HOUSE) Have you seen the boys, Manolios? 
MANOLIOS 
No, I haven't. How are you,_Michael? 
MICHAEL 
Come with me, Manoliosa You have to come. (HE PUlLS MANOLIOS 
INTO COFFEE HOUSE) 
GRIGORIS 
_Archon, I hate to mention it. But you must speak to your son.o_ 
ARCHON 
All. right - ... all right.. Now I've got a Judas! Where can you 
find-a better one than Panayotaros, the saddle-maker? 
GRIGORIS 
No. He's not interested. 
ARCHON. 
'Why not? 
GRIGORIS 
No. 
I ... 15 
ARCHON 
·With that redha:±r a:tld thatpi~toi, he's the devil's disciple .. ·' 
IADAS 
lfho gave him permission to carry a pistol? 
FORTOUNAS 
My friend,. the Agha, gave· it to him. He hopes he shoots himse1£ 
with it. · · 
. GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros is not the man for Judas. 
'Why? He's perfect. 
No. 
Now, wait. a minute. 
. some position here. 
Come over herei 
ARCHON 
GRIGORIS 
ARCHON 
Yo:u•ve all suggested somebody. I have 
Let . rile no:tidnate someone. Panayotaros 1 
. (P.ANAYOTAROS CROSSES:. TO COlJNGIL) . 
_PANAYOTAROS ... 
'ifuat do you want? 
ARCHON 
Panayotaros 1 Listen tome 1 
GRIGORIS 
Archon, let me ·sp¢ak to him., We are requesting a great favor, 
Panayotar()S. 'We're certain you won't :disappoint us. Beneath 
.that hard exterior there•s a warm and loving heart. Can you 
hear me, Panayotaros? 
PANAYOTAROS 
·· I. cari hear F.'OU. Pm not deaf. 
, 
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'GRJ;:GORIS 
The Passion requires someone to-play Judas •. It is absolutely 
essential. One of us must take that part. 
PANAYOTAROS 
You want me. to play Judas? Neverl I won't do it. 
ARCHON. 
What is this? Who t s iri. · collll.l1and .here? The councilors have voted 
and you 1ve been picked.· : '.We._want nb argwnent. (HE CHOKES ON 
HIS FOOD. AND SITS) 
. PANA,YOTAROS 
The answer is sti,l:i. no. · Pm not goitig to be a traitor. 
·,, I 
No one is asking you ·to be a traitor.. You will only make-
believe.. 'We don't expect'you--to .be Judas. Make-believet 
P.retendl It is ~ssential·that: someone. pretend, to betray 
Ch:tiste. Panayotaros, you understand? 
.· P.ANA.YOT.AROS 
No .. I don 1_t. I won't do it .. 
FORTOUNAS 
Ladas says if you ·play Judas, you can forget all the money you 
owe him. 
LADAS 
I did not. 
FORTOUNAS 
That's wh~:tt y-ou said. Forget all debts". I heard you. 
UU1AS 
I did not. Mind yaur businesst 
. GRIGORIS . . 
Captain, please.. Panayotaxos? 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
Get someone else. I won't do it. (HE CROSSES TO WELL .. 
GRIGORIS FOLLOWS HUI) 
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GRIGORIS 
Fanayotaros .. 
· PANA,.YOT.AROS 
I'm not going to do it~ 
.GRIGORIS 
All right. Ju.st say you. wi1:l for the present. I want the play 
cast. I'li get a replacement later. 
PANAYOT.AROS 
No. I donrt want every fool in town laughing at me. 
GRIGORIS 
I need your help. Listen. 
PAA!\.YOT.AROS 
No. 
· GRIGORIS 
P11 pay Ladas the money you owe him. How's that? 
PANAYOT.AROS 
I:don•t know. 
GRIGORIS 
I've helped you. before. Now I need you.. Ladas ha-s no pity. 
Do you want to lose your store? 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
I don1 t know. .I -~ 
(KATERJNA ENTERS, CROSSES QUICKLY AND EXITS) 
Katerinat Katerinal 
(HE SEXITS AFTER HER. . GRIGORIS CROSSES TO COUNCIL) 
GRIGORIS 
:ttt s a difficult decision. Let 1 s give hit-n time to think it over. 
Hetll do it. Now _ ... 
.e 
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IADAS 
l.fay I read the treasurer's report? 
GRIGORIS 
Ladas, please. Let's finish. Now ~-
tA.DAS 
We•re wasting time. We can't do the play. 1fuo's going to 
be Christ? 
ARCHON 
In the next village, :my nephew --
· GRIGORIS 
Archon, let ;me finish first. Some time ago I went to the monastery 
at Saint Pdl'ltelemon. I met an outstanding student. there. One of 
the bishop r s favorites~ I asked that he be sent here. Now he 
works as a. shepherd· on Mount Sarakina and helps with the work of 
ottr church.. For the part of Christ, I am suggesting your -daughter 
Lenio '.s betrothed and your future son-in-law --
ARCHON 
'Why, of course. Manolios 1 
GRIGORIS 
I'm surprised you did:n•t think of him. 
ARCHON 
It just didn rt occur to. me.. Manolios is excellent. 
IADAS 
I don't think h~ can do ·it • 
ARCHON 
"What? 
•LADAS 
Just because he studies, it doesn't mean --
ARCHON 
Manolios is the man for the part. 
background. Who else? Manolios! 
He has the training and 
Is he here? 
-. -· .• ;;.·~ 
GRIGORIS 
Hanoliost 
(MANOLIOS ENTERS FROM CO:F'FEE HOUSE) 
MANOLIOS 
Yes? 
. · GRIGORIS 
Wi.J.l you come .. over here, Manolios? 
(MANOLIOS MAKES A LONG CROSS· To' COUNCIL). 
'Did you read the play, Manolios? 
MANOLIOS 
. . 
Yes, it's very beautiful. 
GRIGORIS 
Would you like to. be iri:~_it? 
1-iANOLIOS 
lfell ~- I am. sti.J.l completing :ri1y studies. 
GRIGORIS 
I- 19 
Yes, but the council has voted. We have decided to give you the 
most difficult task. You wi.J.l stand in the glory of your achieve-
ment. You will be Christ crucified. 
·MANOLIOS 
I am deeply grateful, but I really don't feel that.I can do it. 
ARCHON 
·Ylhy not? 
HANOLIOS 
I have faults. ·I'm engaged to be married,. I'm not sure I can 
give it the time and the.effort. 
GRIGORIS 
There is your challenge. 
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MANOLIOS 
But I would just as soon take a smaller part. 
ARCHON 
The village council wants you, Manolios. We have voted. My 
Lenio will beam with pride at the wedding. Congratuiations1 
But, s.r, I =-
l. 
·MANOLIOS 
GRIGORIS 
Please, Manolios. Don't disappoint us. 
MANOLIOS 
I1 1 s just ~hat I'm not sure about it •. 
GRIGORIS· 
I won1t accept your refusal, Manolios. In fact, I want a 
promise that you "'rill pursue this enterprise with complete 
faith and dedication. · 
MANOLIOS· 
I don't know :i£ --
GRIGORIS 
Promise met 
.MANOLIOS 
All right. I prom;ise. ( GRIGORIS CROSSES HDfSELF. HANOLIOS 
WATCHES HIM AND THEN DOES THE SAME) . 
GRIGORIS. 
I hope I get a true and worthy perfo:rmance from each member of 
this play. 
(DISTANT GDNFJRE. THEY LISTEN. THE .A.GHA STANDS) 
.And no1-r, ·let us go to our homes and prepare for the tasks ahead. 
May the spirit of. ~hrist go vr:ilh you. Amen • 
. . (11ANOLIOS AND 1ADAS EXIT) 
FORTUDNAS 
I just remembered~· We forgot to pick Mary Magdalen. 
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GRIGORIS 
Oh, that's right. 
FORTOUN.AS 
1iho' s going to :tell I(aterina? 
G:R.IGORIS 
Pll have to send somebody to her house. 
FORTOUNAS 
Lucky fellow. 'Whoever he is. Good afternoon, gentlemen. 
GRIGORIS 
Good afternoon • 
. {li'ORTOUNAS EXITS TO COJ?FEE: HOUSE) 
ARCHON 
Father, I think you managed things quite nicely. 
e GRIGORIS 
.. 
Thank you, Archon. I must get to church. 
ARCHON 
Oh, .lt'ather, I was just thinking. Suppose Katerina refuses to 
·play Mary Magdalen. She's very independen.t. 
GRIGORIS 
I have that in mind. 
ARCHON 
1fe11 -- why don't I send for her this evening? 
GRIGORIS 
1fuy? 
ARCHON 
She can help with some of the ~rrork around the house. Tht?m I can 
speak to her, and Pll encourage her to stay in the play. She 
may feel insulted. _ · 
\:< .. ~~v 
.-A; :,\ ·- ' ' r. 
- .,... ... 
-:-:· ~ -~ ·' ·=-· ~ 
"":;~~ 
··.-::• ~.:--
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GRIGORIS 
I think she will ... 
·ARCHON 
Don't worry, then. rtll speak to her with au.thority. 
GRIGORIS 
That• s very good. Bu.t, Archon, if' you. mu.st be friendly with 
her,_do it before you tell her or else it will be a great sin. 
ARCHON 
Is that so? You. did well to tell me. I'll make certain that 
everything· :is· done properly. 
GRIGORIS 
I'm su.re you. will. Good afternoon, Archon. 
ARCHON· 
Good afternoo11. 
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. . . 
ACX I ....... Scene 2 
(THE VILlAGE SQUARE. THE NEXT MORNJNG. THE AGHA, AlMOST DRUNK, 
SITS ON THE BALCONY-ALONE. CAP'l'AJN FORTOTJNAS ENTERS) 
AGHA ." .. 
Fortounasl I've been up a11 night waiting for you. Are you 
sober? 
FORTOUNAS 
Ot' course, I'm sober •. (HE TRJliS ON STAIRS) Damn :it. I*m late, 
bt.tt I kept my I'romi~e •. _ (HE SHOWS AGHA HIS BOTTlE) I've come to 
e.scape. 
AGHA 
. . 
Arid from what, lilY dear Captain? 
FORTOtJ:t{AS. 
:From the ~heap moralities of my fellow councilors. 
AGHA 
You were at the meeting? 
FORTOlJNAS· 
Yes~ 
AGHA 
What happened, nry dear Captain? 
FORT01JNAS 
The village council met, and all problems were solved. There 
isn't a pinch of holiness in the who~e village, and I'm the 
only one honest enough to admit it. 
AGHA 
-I'm going to make you Greeks stop fighting. 
FORTOTJNA.S 
When we fight, it• s not so bad. When we start worrying about the 
honor and reputati~n of the rulage, that's too much. (HE J?()PJ.(S 
DRJNK FOR AGHA) Now try that. 
e. 
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AGHA. 
Deliciaus, Captain. You never . disappoint me. Ah, if' my Mahomet. 
and your Christ had drunk rald and clinked glasses like us, they'd be 
friends today.· They wouldn 1 t be trying to scratch each other's eyes 
out. They didn't drink, so they rolled the world in blo'od. Haven't 
we had a good time, Captain? Tell me~ llhat else happened at 
the meeting? 
FORTOUNAS 
· Have no f$ai, Agba. There' s no revolution. We have gone . 
theatri~al.. 1fe spent our time casting a play to save the village 
from damnation. Hot How about another? 
(MANOLIOS AND KOSTANDIS ENTER FROM COFFEE HOUSE CARRYlliG FOOD 
AND CLOTHING.. . THEY CROSS TO TABlES DOWN RIGHT TO :PACK) 
KOST.ANDIS 
I have. responsibilities, Manolios • 
. MANOLIOS 
It's only for two days, Kosta. 
MANOLIOS 
Did you explain it to her? 
KOST.ANDIS. 
. . 
I tried. I was picked t0 play an Apostle ... Yott1d think she'd 
be happy • . But I have nothing but trouble. As . soon as I went 
home, my wi:fe - $he explodedl 
MANOLIOS 
Oh? 
.· ;KOSTANDIS 
So you're go:ing to be an Apostle~ Don't go around the house 
acting like one. The cellar's dirty, the back fence is falling 
down •. Get. busy. 
MANOLIOS 
Bu~ Kosta did you -~ 
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. KOSTANDJS 
And. I don't W'8llt you running around. with your. lazy friends, holding 
meetings,. drinking -wine, and doing other stupid things. 
MANOLIOS 
Kosta ...... 
. KOST.A,NDIS 
. . 
·And don't think ·rrv~ t;orgott~n what ha]lpened to Charalambes 
seven years ago. ·ne wanted .to be an Apostle. He practiced so 
· ·· hard,. he believed ·it.;. DUring 'Easter week, he put a crown of 
thorns on his head ·a.m ra,n off to a nionastecy. Left a wi£e with 
s:ix children•. What a disgracel Watch your step, Mister Kostandis. 
And then -i. · 
MANOLIOS 
And then--
. KOSTANDIS 
She .threw the coeking kettle at me. 
MANOLIOS. 
. Did she hit you? 
KOSTANDIS 
No, I got out of the way, but the kettle smashed her best dishes. 
She got so angry she tried to tear my eyes out with a fork. 
Whewl 
MANOLIOS 
So you didn't tell her we1re going up the mountain to stud;i the 
Passion? 
KOSTANDIS 
How could I? 
MANOLIOS 
. How:-are we going to rehearse without you? 
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'KOSTANDIS 
Later this afternoon; it WO!l. 1.t be ·so busy in the store. When 
she's alone. ~.;;. if she.' s in, a good mood -- I '11 speak to her. 
. . ._ ' . . . 
MANOLIOS 
Kosta 1 if it's going to upset your fam~ --
KOSTANDIS 
No; I'll speak to her ~ if she's in a good mood.· Here comes 
Michael.· Don't say anything. · 
(MICmEL ·ENTERs SINGlliG AND CARRYING SEVERAL PACKS AND BUNDlES). 
MICHAEL 
· Good morning. · 
MANOLIOS. 
Are you ready, Michael? 
MICHAEL 
I hope you realize I'm giving up a goOd time to go with you. 
(KOSTANDIS :PICKS UP ONE OF HIS BUNDlES) 
KOSTANDIS 
lfuat's all this? . 
MICHAEL. 
You said two dey-s, didn't you? 
KOST.ANDIS 
I said two d~s --not two months. 
MICHAEL 
I didn't bring niuch. 
KOSTANDIS 
C'm.on. Give me some of' these th:i.D..gs. · I'll put them. in the store. 
And no sl.eepmg bag. (HE TAKES IT) For. the first time in your 
l.ife, y~ sleep on the ground. 
---
:e 
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MICHAEL. 
On the ground? 
KOSTANDIS 
Yes • And no .liquor. ·. (HE SEARCHES .AND REMOVES TWO BOTTlES) 
MICHAEL 
Kosta, "What• s this? 
, KOSTANDIS 
I gave Manolios a .lit1;1e wirie. No .liquor. · 
.MICHAEL 
_'Hby not? 
KOST.ANDIS 
Because y01~'re an Apost.le. Yoti heard what the priest said. 1ie 
must spend a year of preparation.. lie ~st keep the tradition.· 
Did you·. ever. ·study Mil tiades, ThEjmistoc.les 1 . A.lexander the Great? . 
Do you think· they were afraid to s.leep on the ground? 
MANOLIOS 
All• right, Kosta: .. 
KOSTANDIS 
Do you.? They were fearless. lfuat did they need? A piece of 
haTd bread, a .litt.le water - and they cou.ld fight for a month. 
They were hard, brave menl You are the son of our 1eader. You 
must keep _up the heroic tradition'. In the Byzantine ~ire, 
:we saw-
}fANOLIOS 
It's .late, Kosta.· C'mon, lUchael. We'11 expect you., Kosta~ 
MICHAEL 
Aren't you coming? 
. KOSTANDIS 
I'll meet you up there. 
M,ANOLIOS. 
Let• s go. (THE VILlAGE DOGS START B.A.rua:NG. THE CHURCH l3ELL 
RJNGS) 1fait -- wait.. Look -- .look. Tfuat is it? 
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l.fiCHAEL 
llbat has happened to them? 
KOSTANDIS 
Oh, my Godt 
. (A _BEDRAOOIED ';'PRIEST. AND .TIIREE .··OR FOUR liAR-TORN WRETCHES ENTER 
THE SQUARE~ · THFLPRIEST, F-#\THElf FOTIS,CARRIES A HUGE GOSPEL 
. .AND THE OTHERS ARE lOADED DO"WNWITH.BUNDLE$1 ICONS, POS'SESSIONS) 
MANOLIOS 
Who are you?·. 'Where do you. come .. from? 
.FOT:(S 
'We are Christians •. 1fe are Greeks pursued by tyrants •. We few 
have ceme ahead.: The others are· behind. Call. the chiefs of 
the vil.lage. · P:tease. _Me need helpl P:Leaset 
~ < • • -, -· 
(THE NEWCOMERS SINK TO THE GROUND •. -PANAYOTAROS, KATE!UN:A AND 
OTHER.: VILLAGERS ENTER. . THE AGHA. TAKES NOTICE. HE AND ',rilE 
CAPT.AlN ARE THOROUGHLY ,DRUNK. FOltTOUNAS HAS lffiA.PPED A 1iET 
. HANDKERCHIEF. AROUND HIS .. HE4J)) 
AGUA 
·(TO FORTOtJNAS) 'What's going on down there?' Who's that new 
bunch? I':m dizzy.. _Are they still celebrating? lfell? lihat 
is it? 
FORTOUNAS 
·We have-visitors, ~gha. 
AGHA 
What do they want? I'll.kick'them out. · Guardl 
FORTOUNA:S 
'Why bother, Agba? .. T:Q.ey look harmless. 'We'll watch them and _ 
enjoytlie spectacle. 
FOTIS 
Where are the city councilors? .Where is your priest? Isn't 
there a Christian who will help us? . 
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MANoLIOS· 
I'll get them, Father. Michael, lfby don't you call your 
father? Kosta, call Ladas and the Captain. (THEY EXIT) I'll 
get Father Grigoris. 
(AS MANOLIOS CROSSES TO EXIT, PANAYOT.A.ROS STOFS HIM) 
· P.ANAYOT.A.ROS 
You don't have to loo]r for the Captain~ He's up on the balcony: 
with the Aghcl. getting drunk. Hiccoughl 
KATERINA 
And I'm afraid the Archon won't be here. He's snoring like a 
baby. He's all worn out. Not as young as he used to be. · 
MANOLIOS 
. l'1ha t' s that? 
KATERINA. 
I told you.. The Archon's sleeping. He's not young and strong 
anymore. H;'s not l;ike.yeu, Manol~os •. Not like you. 
MANOLIOS 
(TO l!'OTIS) Just hold ~n. I'll get F~ther Grigoris. (HE EXITS) 
P.ANA.YOTAROS 
You slut. You spent the night with the Archon and now you 
blink your eyes at Manolios. You bitchl I'll kill you. 
KATERJNA. 
Leave me alone. I don't belong to you. Leave me alone. 
(THEY- MINGlE IDH THE CROWD. THE HEI!'UGEES MOAN) 
FOTIS 
Take heart, .tey. children. l!;ather Grigoris will be here soon 
and our trouble will. end. Cheer up, my brothers. Here 'We shall 
start new roots. God be praised. 
REFUGEES 
God be praised. 
'" .· <""'··-·-. 
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AGHA. 
1fhat are they saying, Captain? 
. . .I!'ORTOUNAS _ 
The priest is cheering up his friends.. Everybody's going to be 
happy. 
AGHA 
I don't l:ike it, Captain. I'm going to kick them out. Gttardl 
FORTOUNA.S 
No, Agha. why don't you r.elax? I'm watching. Here, have 
another. 'We're going to have some_entertainm.ent. 
(MICHAEL .AND KOSTANDIS ENTER). 
KOSTANDIS 
Is your f'ath~r coming? 
MICHAEL 
No. I couldn't get h:im up. 
KOSTANDIS 
That damn,. lad,as wouldn't open his door. lfe lave excellent 
leaders. The Archon's snoring, the· Captain's drunk, and when 
there's trouble, tadas, the cheapskate; isn't home. 'Xhey 
sicken mel' · · · 
(MANOLIOS ENTERS) 
MANOLios· 
Cheer uiJ, folks. Father Grigoris- is coming. 
How about the others? _ 
KOSTANDIS 
They can't come. 
FOTIS 
Is the priest coming? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes. Father Grigoris is on his way. 
(TO KOSTANDIS) 
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AGHA. 
1ihat1 s the shouting, Captain? 
FORTOUNAS 
I think Grigoris is c~mdng. 
AGHA 
Two priests. Hot Two queens in one hive. They'l.l r:ip 
each other apart. 
· P.ANAYOTAROS 
llhat are you doing here? I don't want you: flirting with these 
men. I'm taking-you home. 
!CATERINA 
leave me alone •. I want tn stay here. You're ug1y. You 
bother me. Leave me alone, .. 
REFUGEES 
. . 
Here he is. Yahl God be praisedt God bless Father Grigorist 
( GRIGORIS ENTERS •. AND lOOKS THEM. OVER) 
. GRIGORIS 
My fr:i.ends. My dear friends. lfuat has happened to you? 
FOTIS 
I am. Father Fotis~ We've come a -long way. From a distant 
vi11age. _The Turks have burned our homes and ki11ed all of 
our people except the few of us that remain. We need help .. -
fo.od and land :in which to settle. _ 
(GRIGORIS IS SilENT• FOTIS SENSES HIS. COLDNESS) 
1fe are Christians. Despite our persecution, we've upheld the 
. gl.ory of our tractition. 'We must survivel We need help. Jtfe 
must live, Fathert · · · 
(PAUSE. FOT!S AGAm TRIES TO . REACH GRIGORIS) 
1fe have fought. lfe 've been. scourged M.d beaten by tyrants. 
· We are bent with hung~r. But the spirit is burning ever 
brightly. God bless you, fellow Christians! God bless our 
meeting with you, Father Grigoris. 
' .~, ..• :'~-
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FORTOUNAS 
Bravo, FatherS Bravol 
AGHA 
'What is it, Captain? 
FORTOUNAS 
Nothing. Bravo, Father! 
GRIGORIS 
lfe shall help· you., as much as we cane But what happened to 
you? ~t brought you to this tragic condition? 
FOTJS 
We did not wish to be ruled by the outsiders ~ore~ We mustered 
the caura.ge to resist the Turk -- not to collaborate with him --
not to give him the riches of our land and the ladies of our 
village •. 'We heard rumors that the Greek arm;y was f;lpproaching. 
Liberty was near. In the yearning for freedom,. 1re broke our . 
chains and yelled revolution. 'We fought. Un:fer:t:.unate1y, the 
Greek ~ did not came, and we were pushed into the wilderness. 
lfe tried' to drive the tyrant straight through the gates of 
hell, and we failed! That is our tragedy. 
Bravo, Father •. Bravot 
Not so loud, Father. 
FORTOTJNAS 
MANOLIOS 
The· A ha is on the balcony. g. 
AGHA 
llha.t is it; Captain? Sounds like· trouble? 
FORTOUNAS 
Nothing, Agha. . They're just p~ssing through. Get some rest, 
· Agha •. 
GRIGORIS 
We admi.re your courage and sorrow at your misfortune. How can 
we help you? 
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FOTIS 
Give us land that you don't need• A half a·hundred of us 
remain. Give. us a chance to start a new 1i£e. 
God bless Fath:er Grigoris. 
(PAUSE) . 
AGHA 
'Why· are they so quiet? Have them speak louderl 
FORTOUNAS 
Rest, Agha. · ~here is no ·aanger. The newcomers are one step 
from the' grave.· 
AGHA 
Are you drtulk or sober, Captain? 
FORTOUNAS 
I'm not sure. Let's have mother and settle it. 
-MANOLIOS 
(TO GRIGORIS) . 1i e can he:.tp them, Father. There 1 s lots of land. 
GRIGORIS 
Just a minute, Manolios. Let me think. 
·. FOTIS 
"lie don't need lllUch, Father.· A small section of land that1 s of 
no use . to you• 
.GRIGORIS 
It is our· decision to helP in every wey. possible, but as far 
as the distribution of land is concerned, that is not under 
my control. The village councilors, who don't seem to be 
present, must decide.- I will call an emergency session today. 
REFUGEES 
God bless Father Grigoris .. 
(A .WOMAN IN THE GROUP OF REFUGEES SHRIEKS AND FALlS TO THE 
GROUND) . . 
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GRIGORIS 
1ihat is it? . Panayotaros. Help them., Panayotarosl 
REFUGEE 
Ohl O!.t My dearl 
FOTIS 
She's dea~, Father. 
REFUGEES 
God rest her soul. 
P'.ANAYOTAROS . 
Father Grigoris 1 She t s dead, but look at her swollen flesh. 
Look at her feet. This woman died from choleral Choleral 
(THE VIlLAGERS MOVE.BACK) They're bringing the disease into 
the village. You know what happened the last t:i.m.e. Look1 
GRIGORIS 
She has cholera? 
FOTIS 
1lon't be afraid, please.· ·.'We car:ry no siclmess. She died 
from hunger. 
I have four children. Leave the village. 
VILU.GER 
Cholera 1 Make them go 1 ·teave 1 
FOTIS 
The woman was sick t·rom hunger. 
PANAYOT.AROS 
It's choleral .. Look at her feetl , 
VILlAGERS 
Cholera1 Make them. go 1 . Leave l Leave 1 
. FORTOUNAS 
(HE DESCENDS STEPS OF BALCONY) Cholera! You hypocrites. I'm. 
a councilor, too •. ·I've· got something to rs:cy'. You peopl.e are 
tryjrig to. kick· th.i~ poa<':priest in the fac·e. 1fe11, I wa:r:i.•t have 
· :i,t. I want to speakl 
. .,":."' :-·· ·~ 
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(HE TRIPS .AND TUMBLES DOliN THE STEPS Ol!, THE BALCONY. HE LANDS 
AT THE BOTTOM. KOSTANDIS :PICKS HIM UP AND TAKES HIM INTO THE 
CO.I!'FEE . HOUSE) 
AGHA 
'What• s the matter, Captain? Did you fall on your face again? . 
FOTIS 
Father Grigoris, please. We need your help. I swear. lfe 
carry no disease~.· · 
GlUGORIS 
You of the village must decide. "We have a responsibility to 
these people. lfhat is your ·wl:sh? · 
VILlAGERS 
They must leave. It's too dangerous. "Got Gol Leavet They 
must go1 
· GRIGORIS 
·Father Fotis, I'in truly sorry. But we are a democratic 
connnunity and the people have spoken. You must .leave the 
village. 
.FOTIS 
One word, I beg you. My friends.. I can stand the pain of 
hunger, and I want no help •. But I pity the woman and children. 
If· you have anything, a piece of bread or cheese or a few 
olives. .Any small gift will be gratef'ull.y received. 
GRIGORIS 
I±' you wi~h te make a contribution, give generously, and then 
go to your homes~ 
(HE EXTI'S •. THE VILlAGERS COME FORliARb .AND GIVE THEIR OFFERJNGS. 
MANOLIOS .AND MICHAEL .REMA.JN) 
REFUGEE 
I can't move anymore. Leave me behind. 
FOTIS 
'Where shall we go? 
-:.._., ......... :~-: .. ~ ·.,-.- ··( 
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MANOLIOS 
Keep your faith. MY- name is Manolios. This is my friend, 
Michael. 
· AGHA. 
lfhat1 s going on down there? ·Is that you, Manolios? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, .Agha• 
AGHA. 
I want those beggars to leave the village. 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, Agha. 
AGHA 
Right nowl Or I send out the guardl 
'MANOLIOS 
You must leave the village 1 I have a hut on }fount Sarakina .. 
There are many caves near 1IIY' place. You can stay there. 1-iy 
friends and I will gather food and clothing. 
AGHA. 
Did you hear what I said? 
MANOLIOS 
C'monl Leave the villagel Cheer up, my friends. I'll speak 
to Father Grigoris. There's a good chance here. Leave the 
village! (LIFTS UP FATHER FOTIS) You haven't lost the battle 
yet, Father. (FOTIS CLINGS TO MANOLIOS) 
FOTIS 
No. We will win. Sometimes - ... when everything is gone -- one 
can still hearthe very gentle voice of Christ. 
(END Oif ACT I) 
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·ACT II-- Scene~· 
(!ATE THAT NIG}fr •. THE V:riJ:AGE SQUARE~ MICHAEL ENTERS .AND 
. KNOCKS ON THE DOOR OF . THE COJtFEE . HOUSE} 
MICHAEL 
Kosta 1 , Kostal · 
. KOST.ANDIS 
(OPENS DOOR) lffiat is it? 
MICHAEL 
C1mon. I need your help • 
. ·· KOSTAND.IS 
'What for? 
MICHAEL_ 
I need your help. C'mon. 
KOSTANDIS 
I can•t leave the store .. 
It's aboutthe refugees;; Pleasel 
KOSTANDIS 
::But my. wife ...... 
MICHAEL 
Will y~ p1ease comet 
~ 
(THEY CROSS DOWN RIGHT OF BENCHES. ::SEHJND ONE BENCH THERE 
ARE SIX HUGE ::BUNDlES) . 
·MICHAEL 
I've got to get these things up on the mountain. I need your-. · 
help.· .. Here. 
- ·,·· -~·-
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KOST.ANDIS 
What is it? 
MICH.AEL 
It• s all food. Let' sg o. 
KOSTANDIS 
~re did you get it? 
MICHAEL 
Are you going to help. me? 
KOST.ANDIS 
Yes, but who gave you this? Did you steal it? 
MICHAEL 
No·, I didn't. :My friends and I are asking the villagers for 
food. 
KOST.ANDIS 
Where are your friends? 
MICHAEL· 
They went to Ladas• house. C•mon. 
KOSTANDIS 
You got this from. the villagers? 
MICHAEL 
Yes •. 
.KdSTANDIS 
From your father? 
MICHAEL 
Some of it. 
KOST.ANDIS 
·Does he know? 
e· 
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MICHAEL 
I• 11 tell him. · 
KOST.ANDIS 
MICHAEL 
I'll tell h:im. 
ItOSTANDIS · 
It' your father .finds ou.t I he;lped you, I lose my business .. 
You. know that? Now take it backl 
MICHAEL 
No, I'm having a goOd _time. 
KOSTANDIS 
Take it back. 
MICHAEL 
1i'h;y don't you stop worrying, Kosta? I'll take the blame. I±' 
you don.!t help me, I'll start screaming 1h.at you stole 
everything.· Right nowl . (HE SINGS) 
KOSTANDIS 
Can't you be quietl The Agha's guards are out. 
MICHAEL 
Let's go. 
(TIIEY PICK UF'' TilE :BUNDLES. AS THEY GO UP THE MOUNTAIN, MICHAEL 
STARTS SJNGJNG) . 
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ACT II -~ Scene 2 
(THE SAME NIGHT. MANOLIOS• HUT ON MOUNT SARAKINA.. MANOLIOS 
.AND FOTIS ARE JUST FJNISHJNG A MEA.L OF BREAD .AND OLIVES. 
A SHEPHERD'S :~!'LUTE IS :PlAYING IN THE DISTANCE) 
MANOLIOS 
Why don't you stay here, Father? 
FOTIS 
No, . Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
It's a beauti±·ul night. I'm going to sleep outside. You 
can rest in the hut. 
FOTIS 
No, I belong in the caves with the others. Thank you, Hanolios. 
MANOLIOS 
Please. 'What did I do? Are you sure you won't sta.Y ,Father? 
.FOTIS 
No. Good night;Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
Goo~ night, Father. 
(FOTIS ExiTs. MANOLIOS LISTENS TO THE FLUTE .AND "WHISTlES AS 
HE SPREADS A BlANKET ON THE. GROUND. . HE PICKS UP A PIECE OF 
'WOOD THAT HE: :HAS BEEN CARVING .AND WORKS FOR A MOMENT. HE 
HEARS SOMEBODY MOVING IN THE DA.RKNE8S. HE STOPS) 
MANOLIOS 
'Who is it .. 
KATERINA 
(OFF STAGE)· ·Is that you, Manolios? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes. Can I help you? (KATERJNA. ENTERS) Oh -- it's you. 
.,.~-~:-~:-- ., ·r. :.· -- ·· ~ 1 "':;:.:~:·~·~:""~- ·-~~ ... _;·~·-:"f."_., e.:-~-,~~-~:~~~"'t>:,~~~-.;,:.-'.1..""" 
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.. 
KATERJNA 
It's me, Kater.:ina. I'n1 returning to the village. How are 
you, Manolios? 
.MANOLIOS· 
I'm well. 'What are you doing up here? 
KA.TERJN.A, 
I had a few small thiiigs. ·I ·ga.ve them te the refugees. 
·MANOLIOS 
Oh,t~t was very kirid~ 
KA.TERINA 
Yes. 
MANOLIOS 
And no"W you're going back? 
KA.TERINA 
Yes. Aren't you goitig to invite me to stay a little? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes. I have some bread and olives. 
KA.TERJNA 
I'm not hungry. You don't want me to stay? 
= MANOLIOS 
Yes, I do, but what f'or? lihat do you want? 
KATERINA 
You're so friend1y. I can think of reasons why I should stay. 
MANOLIOS 
Reasons? 
KA.TERINA 
Yes. Don't you f.ind Die attractive? 
.~' ~. ·;:-
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, , : MANOLIOS 
. . 
Yes.; You're very pretty. 
KATERINA 
And it's a warm beautiful night. 
MANOLIOS __ 
I'm very tired• I have work tomorrow. 
KATERJNA 
· Yes. You need rest. You must look nice for Lenio. -when 
are you getting married, Manolios?· 
MANOLIOS 
I'm not -- I don't know. I'm very tired. 
KATERIAN 
I'll leave. I _won't bother you. But I Wan.ted to tell you.. 
Lhad a dream abou.t you.. 
MANOLIOS 
·You did? 
Don't tell me you dreamed abou.t me? 
MANOLIOS 
No. 
KATERJNA.. 
How mysterious it was. I dreamed;_:you were holding the moon in 
your hands, and you. were cutting it into slices like an apple 
and giving me pieces of it to eat. Isn't that strange? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, very strange. · Are you leaving now? 
KATERJNA 
1ihy do you. fight me, Mari.olios? . I know you think of me. 
rr .. '7 
GRIGORIS 
(OFFSTAGE) ManoJ.iosl 
(KATERJNA CROSSES . RIGHT. LISTENS) 
Manolios! 
1<1\TERINA 
MANOLIOS. 
Get away from heret 
KATERINA 
I know you think of me. 
(SHE CROSSES LEFT AND EXTIS. GRIGORIS ENTERS) 
.MANOLIOS 
Hello,· Father. 
.GlUGORIS 
Manolios. ·Is there sOm.ething 1'l!'ong? 
N0 , Father. It•s noth:i.Jig~ ·I have good news. 
GRIGORIS 
Is this your hut? 
.~OLIOS 
Yes, Father. I --
GRIGORIS· 
You .built it yourself? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes,/ 
GRIGORIS 
You did a nice job, Manolios. 
e 
'--::_ .. - . ~··· ~---' -
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.-MANOLIOS. 
It's beautif'u1 up here. On a clear night you can see the 
whole province. There • s the village square, Father. 
GRIGORIS 
Yes, but it must be cold up here in the winter. 
MANOLIOS 
A little chilly, ]'ather. 
GRIGORIS 
Yes. (:a::E PICKS UP C.AkVJNG) · .. And what• s this? 
MANOLIOS 
Well -- it still needs work, . .!!'ather. 
GRIGORIS 
What's it going to be? 
' MANOLIOS 
It's a mask of Christ for the Passion. 
GRIGORIS 
Did you do this? 
lfA:NOLIOS 
Yes. · Last night, after I read the play again, the idea kept 
bothering me,. I_ got excited. I. sat down and I worked almost 
all night• ·. 
GRIGORIS 
It's beauti£ul, Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
I'm glad you like it. ·I tried to catch the kindness and sorrcnr 
in the face. Fta-1 front -- he smiles. Do you think'? . Turned 
to the right, he weeps. To the left, he's re-signed and proud. 
GRIGORIS 
Is that a red stain? That• s a good effect, Manolios. 
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MANOLIOS 
It's not a stain, Father. It's real blood. I cut 11I:f f'inger 
with the chise1. 
It's beautiful. 
tomorrow. 
GRIGORIS 
I want you to b~ing the mask to the rehearsal 
MANOLIOS· 
Tomorrow? ]father, I have good ne1rs,. I've been helping the 
refugees .. 
GRIGORIS 
You? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes. Do you know that no one is without shelter? 
GRIGORIS 
That1 s very good work, Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
I took them to the caves. Mic:hael collected f"ood and clothing, 
·and :!!'ather Fotis went to the Agba Who gave them per.nrl.ssion to · 
stay and rest. Everyone is c<mrforlable. 
· GRIG<lRIS 
Yes. Were you careful? The re:fugees are contaminated. 
MANOJ~OS 
I don't think so, Father.. After they had eaten, the swelling 
went· down. I±" there was any disease, I think a full stomach · 
drove it out. Would you like some bread and olives, .F'ather? 
GRIGORIS 
No. Manolios, I want you to come down to the village with me. 
MANOLIOS 
GRIOORIS 
Yes. 'We have a .rehearsal tomorroW:. 
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MANOLIOS 
But,. Father, I sent word to you~ I asked for your permission,. 
GRIGORIS 
To do what, Mano1it:ts? . 
MANOLIOS 
I want to stay on the moun.ta'in and he:Lp the refugees. 
GRIGORIS 
You've done enough, Mano1ios... 
MANOLIOS 
:But, Father, they want to bui1d tomorrow, and the men are 
stil1 very weak. 
GRIGORIS 
To bui:l.d? · On the mounta:in? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes. 
GRIGORTS. 
Who gave them that idea? 
MANOLIOS 
Maybe I did, Father .. 
GRIGORIS 
1-'.fy boy, the land is "'rorthl.ess. It's f'u11 of rock and dry 
soi1 •. Can't :you. see that? 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, Father, but -
·I· GRIGORIS 
They shou1d move on to a richer area. There are better 1ands 
. :in the South. 
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MANOLIOS 
They can't .move now, Father. They're exhausted. They can 
build to .. stey here temporarily. Perb~ps by winter the 
villagers will pity them and invite them into the town. 
GRIGORIS 
The villagers are jealous and strong-willed. They dtm't want 
outsiders in the town. Every group is like that. Perhaps 
they're right. Who knows wha·t the refugees have done or 
'Where they· have c@IIle from? 
MANOLIOS 
Father, they are good peqple. 
GRIGORIS 
You and I can see that. :But ·the villagers? No. Now that 
it's spring and it• s warm, the refugees would be wise to move 
to.more fruitful ground. C1mon, Manolios. Letts leave. 
We can talk tomorrow. 
MANOLIOS 
:But, Father, please. I told them I'd stay. 
GRIGORIS 
These problems concern the village council. You. have enough 
to think about. We have a rehearsal tomorrow. 
MANOLIOS 
I ltnelv-, but.,. Fath~r, I want to ta.:llt to you. 
GRIGORIS 
What.is there ~o discuss? 
MANOLIOS 
My part in the Passion ~ other thingsi. 
GRIGORIS 
The council voted. You were selected. There will be no change. 
MANOLIOS 
I f'eel very uncomfortable about it. 
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GRIGORIS 
Why? The bishop said your wm:tk at the monastery was excellent.· 
"Why .all this trouble? · 
MANOLIOS 
I feel very guilty about being asked to play Christ in the 
Passion. 
GRIGORIS 
It should be a challenge to you. 
MANOLIOS 
Father, please. You remember I stayed away from the church 
for several weeks last month. I sent word that I was studying 
up here. I lied. I was sick and a:rraid to come down. It 
· was a strange sickness, Father. One night I dressed myse1f · 
carefu11y. I put on my white shirt. I combed my hair and 
like a young bridegroom, I went down to see the widow Kater:i.na. 
I was go;ing to talk to her and lead her into the way of God. 
But on the way, I changed my mind. The widow likes me. I'm 
a man and she's a woman. Yfe have the right to make love like 
anyone else •. It was a viola1:ion of the 1aw, but why worry? 
How :tnany follow the law?· Bu1; some other demon in my Stlu.l. kept 
. pinching me. You're a liar. You go to church, you. read the 
Scriptures1 and you pl.ey the saint, but underneaihyou care 
nothing for this W()man._ Her sou1 cou1d be damned in Hell, 
and you coul.dn't care less •. l£ she died tomorrow, you woul.dn't 
want to be at the funeral. But I ±'ought the demon. I'm 
you:ri.g and handsome. The widow likes me, and I will take her. 
Then I got to the gate of her house,- I stopped to catch my 
breath-.; -Suddenly, I felt i11. There was a great pain in my 
head •.. I put my hands on my :face, and.! felt a horrible rash 
of sores -- sores filled with pus and poison. Then, excru-
ciating agony as this horrible scourge dripped from my face. 
I was crazy with fear. I ran away up here. I had leprosy, I 
thought, and I was going to die. The fear and pain of those 
terrifying momentst Day and night Iprayed that God wou1d 
remove this mask from my face. Let me live, I pleaded. Just 
before Easter, He pitied me. My sores began to heal, and one 
day I woke up and my face was clear. Clear. Not a mark. 
Do you Ull.derstand idi, Father? 
.GRIGORIS 
Salvation moves in strange ways, my son. 
}!Al\TOLIOS 
But, Father, what have I learned? I see the widow Katerina 
and~ 
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GRIGORIS 
You're a young ma:n with healthy appetites. It's a good thing 
you're getting married., How are ~e wedding plans, Manolias? 
MANOLIOS 
I --I don't know,. Father. 
GRIGORIS 
My bay, you're -getting married :in a few weeks. 
get down there and start taking care of things. 
lovely girl. 
··.MANOLIOS 
Father, I've 
GRIGORIS 
Let• s be going. Are you g0:i.ng to pack? 
MANOLIOS 
Father, it's difficult to say --
GRIGORIS 
lf e 111 tallt tomorroW. 
MANOLIOS 
Father 1 I've broken the engagement. 
GRIGORIS 
What did you say? 
MANOLIOS 
You'd better 
Lenio's a. 
I broke the engagement ~ last .night. I didn't feel ready, 
Father. I explained it t!!> the girl the best way I could. I'm 
sure she understands. I only hope you do. 
GRIGORIS 
You just sudden·Il.1y decided? 
MANOLIOS 
I thought se much about it, Father. 
GRIGORIS 
Did you think about the trouble this will cause? 
MANOLIOS 
·I explained it to her as care:fully as I could.· 
GRIGORIS 
Do you know who arranged the· meeting between you and the 
Archon's daughter? · 
MANOLIOS 
Well~ yo~ did,_ Father. 
GRIGORIS 
Do you -~ow why .r di,d it?. 
M!\NOLIOS 
She's a wonderful girl, Father. I tried to do the right 
thing. 
GRIGORIS · 
. . 
. . 
It was wrong. The .girl comes fr(i)Dl the leading family of the 
province. .And I thQught you were a boy of outstanding ability. 
MANOLIOS 
I appreciate your fai:th in me, Father. 
GRIGORIS 
1fuy don't you have faith in :nie? Why don't you speak to me 
before you plunge headlong like a fool? The Archon will be 
upset. He's been il:L. ·His s.on' s been running aroitnd. I'll 
have to straighten .t h:ings. ou~. · 
MANOLIOS 
I'm sorry, Father •. I didn't want to disturb you.. I f"elt 
it was . a· matter between the girl and myself'. 
GRIGORIS 
lfhen the ;g:i.rl comes from the :n1os~ powerful family in the village, 
it's a different situation. Don't you have the ~ense to realize 
that? 
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-MANOLIOS 
I didn't think of that, Father" 
GlUGORIS 
'Why did you do it? I thought ~~v~rything was decided. 
MANOLIOS 
I was never completelY sure. :r haven't settled everything 
yet. 
GRIGORIS 
I theught you were a mature youp,g man. 
MANOLIOS 
Does a person ever stop moving taward a better understanding 
of himself'? 
.GRIGORIS 
I must be crazy. I picked .you to play Christ, and now you 
talk like an idiot. . 
. MANOLIOS 
I saw_d:i£f'erences. The girl is w:ealthy. She's accustomed to 
lUxury.. I'm poor1 and I've li'ved in terms of poverty. But 
. I like it •. That's hOW' L'W3D.t to live. 
GRIGORIS 
. When you're old, sick, and alone, you111 be screaming for some 
of the comforts this girl could give you. ·You're a dreamer. 
MANOLIOS 
Didn't you ask nie to dedicate :m;rself to that kind of dream 
when you cast me in the play? 
GRIGORis 
You listen to mel I expect your best in the play, but 
right now I'm trying to drive some practical sense into your 
stubborn head• I want to live the ideal life .,...;. to be the 
ideal priest. 'When a stranger rules your village and the 
villagers try to rule you, tcy· to do it. I have to pick 
pennies from them like a bus:iilessman to pay for the Agha' s 
protection. I have to beg them to let me save their skins for 
them~ Now get yt>ur things together. 
--
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MANOUOS 
But, Father, . I told you. 
·-GRIGORIS 
I'm losing my p~tience.,· 
MANOLIOS 
Father Fotis held a meeting. We pledged ·to work together for 
a little while. 
GRIGORIS 
I want you to come now. Please pack your things. 
MANOLIOS 
It will .only be for two or three days. 
GRIGORIS 
llhat can you do in such a short time? 
1fANOLIOS 
lfe hope to put up one small building •. 
GRIGORIS 
One building. .And: what. is that? 
MANOLIOS 
A church-. 
~RIGORIS 
A church? 
liANOLIOS · 
Yes, the church will be a symbol 'of their. ambition to stay .. 
I.ater, when the fear of disease is gone, perhaps the new group 
will be invite<~. to cue into the village and join hands with 
yoars in the .spirit of tnebrotherhood. 
GRIGORIS 
·.Did you. give them that _idea, toot 
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MANOLIOS 
'· 
No, but we all talked about it. 
GRIGOR!S 
'When th.e re:fuge.es meet the villagers, they won't join hands, my 
friend. · They will :immediately set ·out to cut each other' s 
throatst I remember my f'irst position as a priest. I had a 
good church in a thriving cOliilllUnity. Everyone was working, 
doing things well. But the church members pitied mee I was 
overworked.. To help me with the tasks of the church, I 'Was 
given an assistant. Was he content ta stay as my assistant? · 
Af"ter the first. d~, he demanded more authority. He wanted. 
equal privileges. He began to talk ta> the church members on 
his own. He split them up, and he slowly cut away their loyalty 
to m:e. In no time, all church work collapsedl It's strange. 
Those were hB very words. I want to join hands with you for 
one common purpose. He wanted to hold my hand while he put a 
ktlif'e in ·me with the (!)ther. · · 
MANOLIOS 
But Fathe·r Fotis is a man of inte~:grity. He has a great sense 
of dedication.· 
GRIGORIS' 
What do yoti know about h:im.? 
.MANOLIOS 
I don • t know much, but when he speaks, I believe h:im.. 
GRIGORIS· 
You're a naive, impressionable man, Manolios. Why do you 
express opinions? 'What do you know about these things? 
MANOLIOS 
Nothing ....;:.. really .. · 
GRIGORIS. 
Then why do you talk? 
MANOLIOS 
Because I do know one thing. 
· GRIGORIS 
Yesl 
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MANOLIOS 
I've been picked to play Christ.· I'm going to do the things 
Christ would e~ect of me. 
GRIGORIS· 
And what does He e~ect? 
MANOLIOS 
The refugees are suf"fering, and someone has to help them. 
GIUGOlUS 
They'll get onl There are ·better lands in the Seuth. I 
don't want these people _coming into the village and tearing 
down what has taken years of work to estabJ:.ish. 
MANOLIOS 
But they're starving to death, Father. 
GRIGORIS .·· 
. . 
Let them starvel I w:ontt have mY church destroyed by a bunch 
of ragamuffins and a rabble•rousing priestt For the lst time. 
Are you coming? 
MANOLIOS 
- No, I'm not. 
GRlGORIS 
. . 
All right. I'm repo±-:tillg yau' to 'the village council.. Good 
night. 
(GRIGORIS EXI'fS. MANOLIOS PREPARES TO SIEEP) 
. KllTERlNA. -•. . 
(OFFSTAGE) Mano1iost 
MANOLIOS 
· Leave me alone~ 
(ENTERS) Has he gone? 
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MANO'r.IOS 
Yes. 'Why are you still· here? 
·KATERINA 
I like you, Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
Katerina, please. I want to rest. 
KATERINA. 
I know you think of me. 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, I do. I'm sorry for you. 
Sorry? When I think ef you~ I never feel sorry. Semetimes I 
:feel ashamed ~ as if . I were naked and you were my brother and 
you saw me~ How do you think of me? 
MANOLIOS 
I don tt know. I'm sorry for you. 
·KATERJNA 
lhat do you want, Manolios? 
MAN"OLIOS 
I want nothing. Leave me alone. 
KATERINA 
You could take my soul., Manolios. Please don't send me away .. 
MANOLIOS 
I have nothing to take from you. Please go. I don't feel well. 
KATERJNA. 
lfuy do yOU: condel'ln yourself? You t re young and handsome. You 
should enjoy your life. 
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MANOLIOS 
I-
Youth is preciou$. You'll be like the old men in the v:tn.age 
soon enough. Full of regrets for the things they didn't do. 
Manolios. I know you think o£ me. 
(SHE KISSES HIM) 
MANOLIOS 
Ka terina, . I even know the mean:ing of your dream • 
. KATER:IN! 
rlhat is it? Tell me. 
MANOLIOS 
The ·moon is the light of God. It means God wants me to 
share His light with you. You are so pretty. I want to --
(liE IC!SSEs HER .AND TBEN" MOVES AWAY FROM HER) 
No, I want to sleep wi1;h you, Katerina, but I'm not interested. 
in y011. I d&n1t care anything ab0t.tt yeu.. I have to work 
tomorrow. The refugees are starving, and Father Grigoris is 
worried about his church. I don '~t understand. 
KATE:IUNA .· 
Please don't ~end ·me away. 
MANOLIOS 
Katerina, I'm exhausted. My head aches. I don't feel well. 
!CATERINA 
But Manolios --
MANOLIOS 
Please. I don't feel well. In the Passion you are Mary }fagdalen 
and I am to be Christ. -I hope we're not playing a comedy. I 
don't feel well. I'm so tired. 
- ~ 
~HE LIES DOliN AND SlEEPS. SHE RISES) 
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I love you, Manolios. 
(SHE CROSSES TO EXIT. SHE STOPS AND TURNS) 
I lave you. 
(PANAYOTAROS, WO HAS BEEN FOLLOWING BE~, STEPS OUT AND · 
SEJ?ZES HER) 
P.ANAYOT.AROS 
You. lying bitchl 
KATERINA 
Leave me a1 one. 
PANAYOTAROS 
Don't ±'ool. with me, you 'Whore. l'11 kill that false Christ. 
KATER.INA 
He's asleep. Don't disturb him. I warn you •. You hu.rt him, 
and I lock the door to my hou.se ~- ton~ght and every night. 
PANAYOTAROS 
I'll kill that ... 
.KATERINA 
I nrn youl 
PANAYOTAROS 
'What were you. do:iilg here? 
KATERlNA 
'Will you please stop £o11ow:ing mel 
PANAYOTAROS 
I'll fix: things with. him. later.· ~You're coming with me. 
KATER.lNA 
Leave me alone! 
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.PANAYOTAROS 
C'monl · C':monl 
(HE PULIS :HEl{ OFF RIGHT AS THE LIGHTS FADE ON THE SlEEPING 
MANOLIOS) . 
;_ 
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~CT II -- Scene 3 
(rATER THAT NIGHT. THE ARCHON'S DlNING ROOM. GRIGOlUS HAS 
AW.AKENED THE ARCHON) ' .. 
ARCHON 
.As soon as I ·got. up this even:ing, my servants told me. 
The 1ock was smashed and everything in ~he storeroom was taken • 
. GRIGORIS 
,· 
I'll speak to the ArJia :in the morn:ing. 
ARCHON 
I've lived here for fifty years.o It• s the first time I've 
ever been robbed. I£ you knew they were dishonest, why were 
they allowed to rema:in :in the village? 
GRIGORIS ·· 
They were to1d to 1eave. Mano1ios took them to the caves on 
.. the motinta:in. · 
ARCHON 
Manolios, aga:in. , What do you think of your young man now? 
GRIGORIS 
I made a mistake. 
.ARCHON 
A mistakel That man is crazyl · He came· out o£ a monastery, 
was given the outstanding girl in the community, picked to 
p1ay Christ - what happens? He t s taking c.ommand. A common 
sheepherderl 
GRIGORIS 
I was mistaken. 
ARCHON 
Hy Lenio was crying tonight. My Lenio.. Over him. 1ihy did 
he break the engagement? He isn't ready.. His sou1 is bothering 
him. That · foo1 will make my family the 1aughing stock of the 
village 1 Now his head is :in the air.. He 1 s famous • He 1 s 
superior to everybody. He must come from the North :like those 
refugees. I never trusted the Greeks up there. They're very 
c1ever. They'll steal the food right out of yottr mouth. (HE 
TAKES A BITE FROM THE FOOD ON THE T.ABI.E) I was never convinced 
about him. I was against the match from. the beginning. Always 
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walking areund with his face in a b0ok. Th~s .he's better 
'than all of us. A common sheepherder. I want the Agha to 
lm.ow everything about him and the refugees! 
GRIGORIS 
I'm going to him in the morning, but we must be careful.. 
'ARCHON 
rlhy? . Let' s drive tbein out' . 
. GlUGORIS 
Yes, but there's sympathy for the refugees in the village. 
'We must work carefully. · 
(A KNOCK ON THE DOOR) 
ARCHON 
Comein. (LADAS ENTERS) What do you want? 
.LADAS 
I want to report a robbery! 
ARCHON 
You, too? 
IADAS 
They broke down the door to my warehouse. Almost everything 
was stolen. I want the police sent to the mountains at oncel 
GlUGORIS 
. Sit down, Ladas, and be quiet. 
LADAS 
I pay taxes. I want the police. 
ARCHON. 
Ladas. Sit down and keep your mouth shut. 
GRIGORIS 
Now, Archon, in the mornfug1 I'll go to the Agha. I. will 
tell him--· 
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.IADAS 
·Aren't you going to do something now? I've been robbed! 
.. GRIGORIS 
Ladas 1 yesterday I asked you. for your donation to. the church. 
You said no. Now your contribution is being eaten by the 
wolves on the ,mountain~ Ylhat is your. complaint? 
. LA.DAS 
·I'm a poor. :inan. ·I do my bes~. 
GRIG:ORIS 
Beg forgiveness, Ladas~ 'God knows all • 
.. LADAS 
I've been a good man. I hurt no one. 
You? You're worse than the robbers. When somebody can't 
pay your rents, out on the stre.etl You're a good man, Ladas. 
I'm to blame for everything, eh? Who says so? You? The 
leader of.the village? Some leader you've been. Poor 
Panayotarqs is married, but he likes the widow. So he loses his 
business •. But you? You eat like a pig, you chase the women, 
and you fill the village with illegitimates. But you're the 
leader. It's nothing. You've set a wonderful ex~ple, Archon! 
ARCHON 
You wretch! I'll strangle you! 
. (THE ARCHON , COUGHS AGAIN) 
GIUGORIS. 
Leave hilll alone, Archon. His heart1 s full of poison. 
It's all my fault.· I've done my:work and everybody insults 
me. 
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. GRIOORIS -... 
Confess and forgive, Lad~s. R~lieve your soul. • 
. IADAS 
Confess to you, the holy man of the village. You strut around 
.1:ike a rooste:Z:..and.you·cock1edood1edoo all over the place. 
And you represent God until a starvin~ begger comes to your 
hotise for a bowf o£ soup, and then the. rooster rec~es a little 
sick chick• God help:: th(e·e, brother, but I, toq hunger. · 
.· GRIGORIS 
Confess, Iadas. 
IADAS 
·· I~m telling youl I'm. not confessing. If' I do, I'm. sure 
you'll send :m.e a bill for your services. Isn't it time you 
listed your prices? You have no :in.oney? . You can't be buried., 
If"you're poor, the dogs eat you. God's agent :m.ust be paidt 
(THEY ARE BO.TH 'WATCHING .HJ}I. HE HAS GONE TOO FAR. HE STOP_$) 
ARCHON 
It' you don't close your :m.outh ...... 
. . . 
It's about time I told you what I think of you. I want the 
policet ·r ~~I--
. . . 
(HE lOOKS AT GRIGORIS AND STOPS) 
GRIGORIS·· 
Are you finished?. 
LADAS 
Yes. 
· GRIGORis 
You must feel better now that you've told us what you think. 
At :the end of the. :m.onth, the A;.,.ha will want his share of the 
profits. The church will no 18n.ger protect you. I will tell 
him e;xactly what you earn, and you will pay the correct amount· 
from now on. 
Father, Pm sorry •. ·I've been upset. J;· apologize, Archon. I 
apologize, Father. I apologize ...... 
• GRIGORIS· 
Shl Someone is outside.. llho is it? 
(PANAYOT.AROS ENTERS, DRAGGlliG KATERJNA) 
GRIGORIS 
What do you want? . 
P.ANAYOTAROS· 
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I just found Mat";Y' Magdalen on the mo~ta:in with your Christ. 
ARCHON 
What are you talk:ing ··about? 
P.ANA.YOTAROS 
She was with Manolios • 
. . ARCHON 
(TO GRIGORIS) Again, Manolios. Did you say this man was recOOI.-
. mended by the ·bishop? 
. GRIGORIS 
I'm sure he didn't ~ have you lost your senses, woman? Are 
you try:i.D.g to disgrace u.s? _]'by don't you answer? 
·KATERJNA 
· I smell garlic. 
ARCHON 
1fuat did you: say? . 
'· KATERJNA 
'.This room ~~eks with ·garlic. 
(ARCHON STO:PS . CHEWING) 
. ~· 
. ARCHON 
D?n't you like garlic, hussy? 
KATER.INA 
I hate it. 
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e ARCHON 
.e 
Why? Makes yottr mouth smell bad1 hussy? 
KATERJNA. 
The stench makes me sick. I like the smell of soap and 
lavender. You ought to try it. 
ARCHON 
You don't say. The first lady of our village is now giving 
lessons on clean living. Hol 
GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros, I want to th~ you for informing us. 
PANAYOTAR.OS 
Don•t bother. 
GRIGoRIS 
lfe need your help. We're tatting action against the refugees 
on Sarak:ina. 
PANAYOTAROS 
For 'what? 
GRIGORJ.S 
For robberr. 
PANA.YOTAROS 
From whom? 
GRIGORIS 
From Ladas and the Archon. 
PANAYOTAROS 
Ho 1 Ho 1 The village will laugh in your faces. The Archon' s 
son, the Apostle JoJ:m. and drunk as usual d'id all the stealing, 
and assisted by Kosta, they took their gifts and went singing 
to the mountain .• 
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/ 
(GRIGORIS .AND IADAS STARE AT THE ARCHON. ~ARCHON AGAIN 
COUGHS) . , 
GR:!GORIS 
then are you going to discipline your soni Thank you1 Panayotaros. 
PANAYOTAROS . 
Don't bother. 
GRIGORIS. 
I can always depend on you. 
PANAYOTAROS . 
No, you can't.· Not any more. 
GRIGORIS 
lfe 11.1 talk about it later. 
PANA.YOTAROS 
No, right now. ·I've been the fool too often in this town. 
GRIGORIS 
No, Panayotaros. Y()tt will be rewarded. 
~YO TAROS 
I don't care. So I.lose my business$ So what? 1fuen the bishop 
comes here in the spring,. I'll tell him everything I know. AJ?out 
everybody. 
GR.IGORIS 
Calm down, }lanayotaros. 
PANAYOTAROS 
No. It will be my turn.. Let me tell you. The bishop is not 
going to be impressed. 
GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros, please. ·. 
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PANAYOTAROS 
I'1re been watching. My eyes are open. I know what's going on. 
Pve followed everyb1)dy. 
KATERmA. 
That*s all you're good for. 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
Who told you. to speak? 
KATER.mA 
Yett go sniffing around like a sheep dog. Ughl 
:MNA.YOTAROS 
Keep quiet.· 
KATERINA. 
I won 1 t. (TO THE OTHERS) You listen to him.. You're all the 
same.. I'm glad Manolios stood up to you. All you can do is 
s::heme and sit around and reek w:i:th garlic. Ugh1 
PANAYOTAROS . 
I said be quiet. 
!CATERINA., 
Don't touch me. I don't know why I ever let yoU: get near me. 
I love Manolios. He 1 s: handsome. He's kind. He smeU.ls clean. 
I love him.. 
P.ANAYOTAR.OS 
Stop itt 
KATER.lNA. 
.And you? You're uglyt I hate. your snooping ugly facet You ..,_ 
you - Judahl 
(THE ARCHON AND I.ADAS SMOTHER A GIGGLE. KATERINA. EXITS RIGHT. 
PANAYOTAROS . .I!'OLLOWS . HER) .. 
PANAYOTAROS 
Come back here 1 
e· n~~ 
(OFFSTAGE) . Leave me alone. Judahl 
(MDIICS HER) Judahl 
~ (THE AACHON ,AND IADAS . BURST :rnTO I.AUGHTER) 
GRIGORIS 
Now, please --
P.ANAYOTAROS 
(OFFSTAGE) Don't say thatl . 
KATERlNA 
I hate you. Judahl Judah r" 
(THE ARCHON .AND IADAS IAUGH UNCONTROLtABLY) 
PANAYOTAROS 
Stop itt 
KATER~ 
Judah! 
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(A PISTOL SHOT . R:rnGS OUT.. THE COUNCII.Ol?.S STOP IAUGHJNG. 
E!\NAYOTAROS ENTERS SOBBJNG. HE .l!'ALtS TO THE .I!'I.OOR. IADAS 
. RUSHES OUT .AND. COMES BACK) , 
IADAS 
The widow! She's dead. 
(HE CROSSEs HnrSEIF AS DO THE OTHERS). 
·ARCHON 
Who's going to tell the.Agha? 
GRIGORIS 
We must be calm~ ·First, we must wait patiently and then we must 
take action against the refugees on Sarak:ina. I'm sure we can 
cotmt on .Panayotaros now .• 
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.ARCHON 
But _ ... 
GRIGORIS 
As far as what has happened. There was an argwnent between 
.Panayotaros and Kate:dna. Then, a quarrel, . and the pistol. 
went off accidenta1:cy. How do you see it, Ladas? 
IADAS 
It was 'an accident, Father •. 
GRIGORIS 
How do you see it, Archon? 
.ARCHON 
Don't you think we -· 
GRIGORIS 
.ARCHON 
It was an accident. 
GRIGORIS 
Let us pray. 
. . . . -
(THEY ALL BOW ·THEIR JJEADS.; PANAYOTAROS SOBS UNCONTROLlABLY). 
PANA.YOTAROS 
Katerina! Katerina! 
(END 0.1!' ACT II) 
.e 
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.ACT III ...... Scene 1 
(A VERY COLD DAY :rn DECEM.BER. THE 1aND HOID:S OUTSWE. THE 
KOSTANDJS KITCHEN BEHIND THE COI!'FEE HOUSE. C.APT.Alli FORTOUNAS, 
HIS HEAD BANDAGED, IS SEATED· NEXT TO THE KITCHEN TABIE, 1fA.TCHING 
mE DOOR. HE SNEAKS A :WNG DRlNK lt:ROM A BOTTIE BENEATH HIS 
CHAIR. HE IS AlMOST DRUNK) 
FORTOUN:AS 
DespiD.a Kostandis! IDiere are you? DespiD.a Kostandisl 
DESPINA 
(OFFSTAGE) I'm cOming, Fortouna$. Stop your yelling. 
. ' 
FOR~OUNAS . 
DespiD.a Kostandis! 
DESPINA 
(ENTER$) I can hear you. 
FORTOTJNAS 
You're a hard woman, DespiD.a• · 
(D.ESPINA HELPS FORTOUNAS ... SIT UP,.AND SETS THE TA13LE) 
DESPINA 
I've had a lazy fool for a. husband. It's made me hard. 
· FORTOUNA.S 
Kosta? Lazy? No, DespiD.a. He's a J.ittJ.e slow, but he's a good 
worker. 
DESP.INA 
·Do you know how he's been working the past few months? He's 
been chasing after. the refugees on Sarakina. 
FORTOUNAS 
:bespina. The refugees need someone like Kosta to J.ook after 
them. 
m-2 
That man has disgraced me. 
FORTOUNAS 
D~PINA 
Is he? Is it good to know that everyone is talking about your 
family:?. Yesterday the Archon -- he's very sick -- was cursing 
his own son for helping the refugees. 
FORTOUNAS 
Why1 lfuatts wrong with that? 
DESPINA. 
The Archon said anyone seen with the refugees will be 
excommunicated from the church • 
. FORTOUNAS .. 
Exoommunicatedl .Ah, what a stroke of good fortune. 
DESPINA 
1ihat did you say? 
FORTOUNA.S 
Oh, it's. too bad. But why should they be kicked out? You 
know •. ·Christian charity and all that• 
DESPINA 
You've heard ~he news. 
FORTOUNAS 
I've heard what? I'm an invalid with a cracked head. What's 
happened? 
DESPINA 
There • s a rumor that· the refugees are spies sent to overthrow 
the church.and the government. 
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FORTOUNAS 
Ho! That skinny priest on the mountain -is trying to overthrow 
Grigoris? Is that it? Did you ever se~ a daisy overthrow an 
el.ephant? And they're spies sent agamst. the government. Ho! 
A hal.f·-Jritted ch:Uni>anzee has a better ·sense of government than_ 
every damn councilor in this privince. --
J)ESPINA. 
I' won't l.i-sten ~0 yo-qr-nons~mse.-
FORTOUNAS 
:But, Despina, p.on't ·go. --Can yoti t~l.l. me? Who sent these 
spies?· . 
DESP')NA 
No one knows.. :But they think the hungry looks a.J;'e make-believe .. 
They're trying to fool .us. 
FORTOUNA.S : . -
Ah, :man and his nobility. Something's going to require a 
change. Give it a bad name and throw it out. 
DESPIN.A. 
llb.at• s the :matter with you? 
FORTOUNAS. 
I'm sick in the head, Despina., I've broken IDiY rudder, and 
there's no direction. 
--_ DESPlNA 
You're not well, Captain.· I'll. get your tea. 
FORTOUNAS 
.. 
Teal I don't want teal - Raldl That's What I need. Something · 
to cement the cracks in IDiY skul.l.. :Sringme a bottl.e._ 
DESPmA 
I will not. Now· be quiet. I 111[lring your tea. (SHE EXITS) 
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FORTOUNAS 
Ah, this world of liars. I'm sick of self-righteous 1.eaders, 
ambitious priests, and all" the fools that believe them. Ah, 
my head is spinning,. . Despina Kostandis! 
(HE TAKES A QUICK DRINK FROH HIS BOTTlE.· HE HEARS VOICES AND . 
HIDES BOTTLE. MANOLIOS AND KOSTANDIS ENTER) 
Gentlemen! I'm glad to see_you. 
KOSTANDIS 
Shl Shl Is my wi:fe here? 
(b;Ol{TOUNAS FOJNTS TO THE ADJOJNJNG ROOM) 
Manolios, sit down. I'll get some wine. 
MANOLIOS. 
. . 
How are you, Captain? 
FORTOUNAS 
Good. And· the refugees? 
HANOLIO$. 
It's not very encouraging, Capt<:~,in. 
KOSTANDIS 
(POURS lliNE) They shouii have left" bef'ore winter. Now, it's 
terrible• It's so cold. 
DESPINA. · 
. (OFFSTAGE) Kostal ·Is that .you? 
KOST.ANDIS 
Yes. 
FORTOUNA.S 
Be nice to her, Kosta. Remember you're an Apostle. 
DESPJNA 
(ENTERS) lihere have you been? • Oh, you have company. 
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MANOLIOS 
Kytia Kostand.is. 
KOSTANDIS 
We've been helping the refugees. 
DESPINA 
Again? 
KOST.ANDIS 
It's S&' sad, Despina. You'd cry :if' you saw the children 
shivering in those caves. It's so cold. 
, FORTOUNAS 
1fe need more wine,· Despina • 
. DESPINA. 
You took .enough time." Come here. Let me smell you. 
KOST.ANDIS 
. .Please, Desp:ina. "We have guests. 
DESPINA 
You've be.eri. drinking. Is that bow you helped them'? 
KOST.ANDIS 
' ' 
It was cold em. the. mountain. 'We bad a glass of wine with 
Father Fetis. · 
I don't ·believe yoU:~· I'll sp~ak to you later. 
,, .. FORTOUNAs 
Despina. My throat is swollen. Wine. Bring us wine. 
(SHE EXITS) 
KOSTANDIS 
God help me. 
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. FORTOUNAS 
Courage, Kosta. You're a lucky man.·. She's a woman of' spirit, 
and she's loyal. 
(DESPINA ENTElt.S, Mm.mLlNG UNDER HER :BREATH AS SHE PUTS 'WINE ON 
TA:BIE) . 
Oh, De spina. I was .:telling Kosta how fortunate he is. 
DESPINA. 
Drink your wine. I don't want your ·collli>l~ents. 
(SHE EXITS) 
FORTOUNAS 
To a good and noble wif·e. :t give you, Despina Kostandisl 
(THEY DRINK. FORTOUNAS FIIJ.S GrASSES AGAThT) 
. FORTOUNAS . 
To the widow Ka terina. May all those she loved join her in 
paradise. · 
KOSTANDIS 
She had bad luck, poor woman. A beaut:i!:ful creature. 
DESPlNA 
(OFFSTAGE) Did you say something, Kosta? 
KOSTANDJS 
No, I said nothing. 
FORTOUNAS 
To the widow. May she ride the clouds of heaven next to 
Mary 14agdalen t 
OTHERs 
To the widowl 
FORTOUNAS 
1ihat 1 s the matter, Hanolios? Why so sad? Cheer upl 
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.MANOLIOS 
We 1re go:ing to have trouble, Captain~ 
FORTOUNAS 
So? That's lif'e• Man gets up in the morning,. and makes 
trouble.. lfuat next? · 
JfA.NO LIOS 
The refugees are :mak:ing plans to attack the village. 
FORTOUNAS 
Sh! 1fuen? 
MANOLIOS 
.Ally day now.. The hunger and cold are unbearable. 
KOSTANDIS 
.Are you stire? 
}fANOLICS 
Th~y talk· ab.out it a gre.at deal.; 
KOSTANDIS. 
They should have left.. during the summer., 
MANOLIOS 
Perhaps. It 1 s. strange.. The v:Ulagers seem to be without pity. 
I don't understand it. 
KOSTANDIS 
But this is .serious.' lfe mU,st tell the village council at 
once., 1fe have to defend ourselves.; 
}fANOLIOS 
1Tell, I can't. 
KOSTANDIS 
You should.- You. know their plans. 
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MANOLIOS 
I know, but the refugees have picked me as their ~eader., 
KOST.ANDIS 
()h? 
:MANOLIOS 
Yes, Kosta .. 
KOSTANDIS· 
Then the rumors are true. 
MANOLIOS 
I don't know what youive heard, b.ut 'each one of us makes his 
own choice. 
KOSTANDIS 
Pm willing to help; Manolios, but this is something else ... 
They should have left during the summer.. · 
(THE CHURCH BELL lUNGS.· . THEY· LOOK. AT EA.CH OTHER A }fOMENT.; 
THERE IS A LOUD KNOCK AT THE DOOR. THEN MICHAEL ENTERS, 
IAUGHlNG AND SOBBlNG) . 
}iiCHAEL 
I'm a rich man today. I have received my inheritance. I 
now own all of my father• s property and wealth. I am the new 
leader of the village. 
KOSTANDIS 
'What is it? 
HICHA.EL 
Pve receivedmy inheritance. I am the new archon. A 
· little while ago my f'ather was having supper and stuffing .· 
himself as usual. He had a stroke. I called Father Grigoris. 
A few min~tes later, my father was gone. I'm surprised you 
. didn' t hear the crash 'When he fell. · 
KOSTANDIS 
Michaell 
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MICHAEL 
Yes, he's dead. He wetS ~ick. Grigoris yelled, you killed him. 
Yottl Ij I? · Yes, you! Worrying him!· Running around with your 
stupiQ. friends. He yelled at. me, and I laughed. I laughedt I 
served food and wine to my servants, and I joked and laughed. 
Then, I ran out and I came here. Oh, God .. 
KOSTANDIS 
I'll go back with you, Michael. Desp.ina? 
DESPlNA. 
I'll put on my coat. 
MICHAEL 
I hated my father. He dr9Ve my mother to her death. But I'm 
the new archOn. I'm .making rn,y first decision today. All of 
the Archon t s property ;....:;. I now give to the refugees on Sarakina. 
MANOLIOS 
Are you sure you want to do that, Michael? 
MICHAEL 
Yes. I hate this tow.n. I'll be leaving. Just give me a 
little time to pack.· Wait. .In a few days, it will be Christmas. 
Let the refugees move in on Christmas Day. A present from the 
Ar()hon1 s san. Let's go, Kosta. 
(MICHAEL, KOSTANDIS, DESPINA EXIT. FORTOUN.AS STOPS MANOLIOS) 
FORTOUN.AS 
Manolios. 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, Captaini. 
FORTOUNAS 
Would you tell Kosta to come back early? I don't like to be 
left alone. 
MANOLIOS 
Yes, Captain.· 
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FORTOUNAS 
I must warn .you, Manoli.os.. Michael has given away his property, 
but I know the village council, 
MANOLIOS 
'We're going to have to fight, Captain. 
FORTOUNAS .. 
Yes. You remind me of :my youth, l1anolios, I wanted to :find 
the truth. · To have :freedom. Maybe I had too much freedom. 
Here; I run -- all tied up. . Ho r I've been all over the w.orld 
many times. Except :for a :few friends, a little rald, a lot of 
f'ight:ing and 'Whoring,: nothing has happened to mel 1ihat is it 
all about? · · · · 
MANOLIOS 
You· old devil,; You laugh at everybody, but underneath you 
understand everything. · · 
FORTOUNAS. · 
I understand nothing, but you're good :for me, Manolios. You 
restore the s~ particle of ·belief that. remains. Good luck. 
MANOLIOS. 
I'll need it, Captam •. Say a prayer for me • 
. FORTODNAS 
Me? You must be joking. 
MANOLIOS 
· No. I want SOI!lebo.dy t6 thirik about me. Goodbye, Captain. 
(HE EXITS., . FORTOUNA,S CHUCKlES.. J.i'RIGHTENED WHEN ALONE, HE 
PICKS UP HIS BOTTIE AND I>RmKS;e BE GOES TO DRDJK AGAIN, BUT HE 
PUTS IT ASIDE. HE STRUGGlES TO GET OUT OF HIS Cl!AIR AND HE 
MOVEs·· TOWARD A CRUCIF'IX ON ONE OF THE KITCHEN ·WALIS. HE 
- CHUCKlES, .AND . 'ri!EN liE PRAYS) 
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ACT III ~~ Scene 2 
. . . 
(THE YILlAGE SQUARE. A VERY COLD CHRISTMAS DAY. .P.ANAYOT.AROS 
STANDS NEAR . THE BENCHES, SHARPENING HIS KNIFE AND TRYING TO 
KEEP WARM.·. GRIGOIUS .ENTERS RIGHT) -
. P.ANAYOT.AROS 
1lhat do you want? lt' s cold •. 
GRIGORIS 
I suppose you've heard~ 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
Yes._- I've heard. 
GRIGORIS. 
. . 
1fuat are you smirk:UJ:g· ab~t? 
P.ANAYOTARIS 
Nothing. It- just didn't ··surprise me .. _ 
GllrOORIS 
_;-- -
Do you-believe it? ··The Archon's son. That boy's lost his wits. 
We've got to: do something, PMayotaros. Did you hear anything? 
. . . . 
PANAYOTAROS 
No, but you'd better hurry. 
GRIGORIS 
What do~-you me~? 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
Just what I said.. Manolios and his friends are moving :in soon. 
GRIGORIS 
"When? 
:PANAYOT.A.ROS 
This afternoon.· 
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GRIGORIS 
This aftemoonl 'Why didn't you tell ~e? 
P.ANAYOT.ARQS 
I just found out. I was up near the camp. They're packing. 
With songs of joy, they march into their new Iands. This 
afternoonl 
GRIGORIS 
They must be stopped. 
PANAYOTAROS 
It's too late, Father.. The refugees have won. 
GRIGORIS 
Not yet. Did you hear anything else? 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
Nothing, but there is a. rumore 
GRIGORIS 
. Yes? 
PANAYOTAROS 
I'V'e forgotten .. 
GRIGORIS 
lfuat is it? 
PANA.YOTAROS 
I've forgotten. 
GRIG()RIS 
,Atl.rigb.t. I'll pay :the rest of your debts. Now what have 
you heard? 
PANAYOTAROS 
The story is that Manolios is a ~ebel and a bolshevik. 
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GRIGORIS 
A bolshevik?. 
J>ANAYOT.AROS 
Yes, a bolshevik• That means :i.f you want something, you grab 
it. The Archon!Ts landis only the beginning •. Then, he moves 
into other. ·areas and takes over -the to'Wn.. · · 
, GIUGORIS 
. Takes over the tawnt 
. .PANAYOTAROS 
Canft you see it? It's been planned :from the start. Haven't 
you_ noticed }fan olios? He i $ the saint.. . He doesn't cheat, 
doesn't like women, doesn't pley. cards. How does he entertain 
h;imsel:f? He reads the Gospel. It's all part of' the act. And 
what has it done? Manolios is a hero to the refugees. Now his 
time- has:pome·. He marches into the .village, the leader of' the 
troop with a-n~wpriest b'eside him. And with one move, all 
other notables arid priests are pushed out. It's a comedy. 
Don't you think? 
GRIGORIS 
Michael is a notable. B;e wants his position. 'Why did he 
give the~ the 1and? 
PANAYOTAROS 
Hol That's the supreme irony. Manolios has Michael sacrificing 
his land for Christl The y6ungArchon1 His father raised hell, 
ate too mu.ch, went to bed 1dth too many women. Not the son. He 
gives his life to Chr.Bt. ;r,t• s a comedy~ Isn't it, Father?· 
GRIGORIS 
Shut up. P 11 stop. them •. 
. P.AmYOTAROS 
You'd better hurry. They111 be here soon. You can't expect me 
to follow your instructions and say that they have cholera a 
second t:i.m.e. Now can I? 
GRIGORIS 
Don't get· nasty with met .. 
--
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P.ANAYOTAROS, 
'Why not? 'We're two of a kind. "We'll both do anything to get 
'What we 'Wallt. 
GRIGORIS 
I act out of the interests of the commttn.ity. You do things from 
the evil in your soul. 
:PANAYOTAROS 
Is that so?. I dontt see where your soul is any purer than mine. 
Let's tell the truth. We're a pair of scoundrels and that's 
a fact.. · 
GRIGORis . 
I can1 t talk now~ Can I count on you? Don't forget Katerina. 
· P.ANAYOT.AROS 
I'il be here. I have things to settle with. Manolios. 
GRIGORIS 
True, and this is you.i opportunity. · Panayotaros; spread the 
word. Tell the villagers. to· gatb.er here. 'We'll stop these 
rebe:l,sl. I promise yout New go aheadl (PANAYOTAROS EXITS. 
GRIGORIS CROSSES TO 'BALCONY) Aghal Aghal It's Father 
Grigoris. · I must. speak with you.. It's most urgent. · 
.· : .-. ·-
(13RAHAMAIC( CO£IES OUT ON. )3.ALqONY) 
13RAHAMAKI 
lihat do you wan-t?· 
,GRIGORIS 
I must speak to the Agh,at Immediately! 
.A~HA. 
(OFFSTAGE) What is it, 13rahamaki? 
13RAHAHAKI 
He 'Wallts to speak -to you. Eh, priest; when are the girls 
going to do a 1itt1e dancing for .me? 
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GRIGORIS 
'Hhat' s that? · 
I!RA.HAMAKI 
You !mow. lfhen are you planning a little party in the square? 
GRIGORIS 
I don't know what you're talking about.. Agha! 
:SRA.IiAMAKI 
Hasn 1t the Agh'a told you? (THE AGHA., WHO HA.S BEEN SlEEPING, 
ENTERS) I thought you. said you spoke to the priest. 
AGHA. 
Keep your mouth shut, you wild goatt It's cold. Father 
Grigoris. What's the matter? 
GRIGORIS 
May I sit down? I don'~ feel well. 
AGHA. 
I see trouble. More calamities? 
GRIGORJS 
Sir, you know it is my pra-::c tice to keep the misfortunes of 
our village away from you. 
AGHA 
That's very good, but get to the point. It's cold. 
GRIGORIS 
I will. I suppose you •ve heard? 
AGHA. 
You. suppose I've heard what? 
GRIGORIS 
The Archon's son has given his property to the refugees on 
Sarakina •. 
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.AGHA 
It's his. If the damn fool. wants to give it away 1 that's his 
business. 
GRIGORIS 
There•s more to it. It's a pl.an drawn up by a group of bol.sheviks • 
.AGHA · 
Bol.shev.:ilcs? My deal:' Grigoris, I have a headache. I've just had 
a :fight with Brahamalti. He's been yelling since yesterday. Now 
state your business·quickly. 
BR.AHAMAKI 
.Ask him when the girls a.i"e going to dance for mel 
AGHA 
You be quiet. If you speak again, I'l.l. send_ you away tomorrow, 
and I mean it. 
GRIGORIS 
}fy dear Agha, I'm stating the truth. It's a scheme for rebellion. 
Manolios is the.l.eader. 
.AGHA 
Manolios? 1ihy, he wouldn't step on a grasshopper. ·I like him~ 
He's a bit crazy, but I like him. 
GRIGORIS 
He's worked on your affections_as he's done with. all the others. 
It's hypocrisy.,. · An excellent piece of deception. 
AGHA 
Ah, rriy head: is rolling. How am I to know what you want? You 
say one thing. You mean another •. I have a headache, and this 
boy's driving me· crazy. 
··BRAHAMAKI 
Just remember what I said. Either I get what I want, or I'm 
leaving. I hate this place. · 
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GRIGORIS 
This Manolios .- this so-called sa:int ... _ has the Archon's son 
by the neck. Manolios made him give up his property. Why? 
To enable the refugees to come :into the village. And what 
follows? Revolution, Aghat I have received word that as soon 
as they -move :into the Archon's estate they wi,ll seize Ladas 1 
property which is close by. _Then, furnished with food and 
supplies, they will declare war, and drive you out and the 
Greeks who have been faithful. to you. 
AGHA 
Is that so? 
GRIGORIS 
I f'eit that· you shottlcf know. Your rule has been a fair and 
happy one, Agha. 
AGHA 
Well? 1fuat would you suggest? Ylhat measures should be taken? 
GRIGORIS 
In a few mom~nts, the refugees will come :into the square to 
take over their land. I want them to be stopped~ 
But i:f they come. peacefully 1 why shoq.ld they be driven away? 
I've had them watched. They're· one foot from the grave.. I 
pity them •. If there's trouble, I'll kick them out • 
. GRIGORis·· 
They must not be allowed within the village. I'm going to state 
that the Archon's son is not fit to administer his property. 
AGHA 
'Hhat•s the matter with him? 
GRIGORIS 
He's not fit. He's .l:ike his father. A heavy drinker and 
completely irresponsible. The· whole village lmows it. 
AGHA 
Everything you say means -trouble. 
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GRIGORIS 
No, Agha. Give me the authority. I shall say that the Archen's 
son is not fit. to handle his inheritance. His father's will is 
not valid, and the vi1.lage. will be saved. 
Yes 1 that s.otmds logical, but ~ 
Please hUrry, Agha. 
GRIGORIS 
G.ve me the authority. 
1 ' 
AGHA 
All right. Let's speak fra.nkly, Grigoris • 
. GRIGORIS 
Yes, I want the· truth, Agha~ 
AGHA. 
That's correct. The truth. I shall' give you this authority. 
1fuen you leave here, you may· .state that the Archon's son is not 
fit, and the ~efugees mu.st remain on the mOUntain •. 
GRIGORIS 
Thank· yott, Ag~a.. I'll take .innnediate action. (HE PR.EPARES 
TO EXIT) 
AGHA 
Pl~ase let me finish. 
GRIGOlrrs 
. Yes? 
AGHA 
There. is a condition. I have a new boy here. He's far away 
from home, and he's lonely. He Wa:nts company •. 
' . 
GIRGOins 
How does that concern me? 
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BRAHAMAKI. 
I want the girls to dance so that I can choose. 
GR:IGORIS 
Khat does he mean? 
AGHA 
He wants to pick out a young lady -":" as ·a companion so to 
speak. 
GRIGORIS 
Oh no, Agha. The village won't allow it. 
AGHA. .. 
I know. To ;avoid any problems, I'm sending for a young lady. 
GRIGORIS 
'Well? 
.l·. 
AGHA 
1fuen the town hears the news -.:=. these things cannot remain 
secret _ .... there may be trouble. I don't want _anyone writing 
to Constantinople about abuses. Understand? · 
GR:IGORIS 
Yes, but·--
AGHA 
I wish it could be otherwise, but this boy's an an.imal.. He· 
has to be put :into harness. 
GRIGORIS 
I understand, but it's against ·every belief I cherish. How 
can I speak to them?. 
AGHA 
That's your decision. Now ma.}te up your mind. 
GRIGORIS 
But _ ... who is tlie young. lady? 
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AGHA 
'ffell· ..... the Archon's dead. His son's leaving the village. I'm 
· sending for his daughter, Lenio. 
GRIGORIS 
Oh, no. She comes from the leading fami:ly of the province •. Th.ei 
villagers won't permit it.; t 
AGHA 
You shall make them accept it, or the refugees take over their 
:inheritance. . Make up your Drlnd • 
. GRIGORIS 
All right; J\.gha. I' 11 do the best I can. 
AGHA. 
I'm sure you will. Don't take it so seriously. This tenio was 
engaged. Wasn't she? Hanolios left her just before the 
marriage.. She needs .a handsome young lad like Brahamaki. 
GRIGORIS 
'Hhat if she should become pregnant? 
AGHA 
'Why do you worry so much? I only hope --
(THE REFUGEES, SINGJNG_, APPROACH THE SQUARE) 
Here come those starving beggars.· Do your job, Grigoris. 
C'mon, · B:rahamruci. I have a present for yout c 'monl 
-- - . 
(THE AGHA .AND BRAHA.f!KI EXIT.- GlUGORIS DESCENDS TO THE SQUARE. 
IADAS, PANAYOTAROS, KOST.ANDIS, AND OTHER VILlAGERS ENTER RIGHT. 
ONE CARRlES A HUGE CRUCIFIX) 
LADAS 
Father Grigoris. The rebels are coming :into the village. 
:P,ANAYOTAROS 
Down with the bolsheviksi 
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GRIGORIS 
Prepare yourselves, my brothers.. The Agha has refused their 
admission~ Let U$ stand together. 
P.ANAYOTAROS 
lfe don't 1-1ant. them. · Kick them out! 
LADAS 
Jie've had noth:ing but trouble with these. people. Tell them to 
leavet · 
-(THE REFUGEES ENTER. }fANOLIOS IEAilS; FOLLOviED BY J:t'OTIS, MICHAEL, 
. AND OTHERS. THEY STOP. SJNGlNG) 
GRIGORIS 
I'm sorry, but now that.you 1ve stopped, you must also turn 
around and leave the village~ These are the Agha 1 s instructions. 
MANOLIOS 
Michael has give:ri. h~s iand to the refugees .. 
GRIGORIS 
The Agha has stated that· he can't do it.. I'm sorry. You must 
leave the village. 
MANOLIOS 
I'm sorry., too, l:lut we've ·come here and we plan to stay. Now 
move aside.· 
. ·, .. ·. 
.GRIGORIS 
1fuo aJ:"e you? lfuo sent·you. here?· 
. MANOLIOS 
·You did, Father. 
.GRIGORIS 
You fooled me.. l'Te know all about you. Even the Agha warned 
us about. you.. Now get outl 
MANOLIOS 
Can't you see what the Agha's d.oing to us? ·what others have done 
to us year afte~ year?' He frightens us. He threatens our hopes, 
ottt cunbitions. He spreads his :rwnors about us.. And we like 
fools belitwe and start fighting. lfuo of us will eat the other 
first? Is that it? The refugees will be good for the v.Ulage. · 
They have pledged to hurt no .one. They are Greeks, my friends, 
1:ike us. Now move asidet 
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VILlAGERS 
Hanolios speaks the truth! Let them come in! 
(THE VIJ:4.AGERS MOVE BACK .AND THE REFUGEES START FOIDiAlill) 
PANAYOT.A.ROS 
Manolios is a rebel and a bolshevik! 
LADAS 
Kick them· outl Kick them outl 
(PANAYOTARos STR:mES MANOLtos. FIGHTmG :BREAKS oUT .AND THE 
CROWD MOVES OFFSTAGE. m THE CONFUSION, GRIGORIS IS KNOCKED · 
·· DO"WN. FANAYOTAROS STOPS TO .HELP ·IIDf) . · 
GRIGORIS 
Give me Manolios. I'll suck that rebel's bloodl Panayotaros. 
Help me up! Hurryt (PANA.YOT.A.ROS GETS IID1 ON HIS FEET) I want 
Manoliost .. Did anyone see me. fall down~ Panayotaros. 
. . . 
. PANAYOT.A.ROS 
No~ only me. ·And I don't count. llho am I? 
(THE ,AGHA. rlliO HAS :BEEN DirnKJNG COMES OUT ON THE BALCONY) 
AGHA 
Ho! 'What• s the matter? Are you having trouble with those· 
refugees?. The great prophet was right. Give the Greeks plenty . 
of opportunity to fight each other, and you have no troublet 
(HE DRINKS FROH HIS :BOTriE) . 
GRIGORIS 
Agha! Agha! (THE AGHA DESCENDS TO THE SQUARE) 
AGHA 
Don't benow. I have good news.. }IIy :BrMrunald' s sleeping like a 
kitten.. Not a whimper or a C0111f>la:int from anybody. 
G~IGORIS 
Aghat I beg you: Give us Manolios. Give us the power to 
sentence h:im. Cut off the head and the body dies.. Give us 
Manolios. 
(KOSTAN.DIS ~\ND OT:s:El{ VILlAGERS ENTER) 
~~':: -·..,.--....... ·-- "!' ; -v·· 
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KOSTANDIS 
Father Grigoris. . The refugees have seized the Archon's land. . 
They're setting up a barricade. 
GRIGORIS 
lfuat did I tell you, Agha? 
AGRA. 
These Greeks don It know- when to stop. 
GRIGORIS 
Listen to met Give us Manolios. · Destroy him, and the rebellion 
will collapsel 
AGHA 
Manolios? 
GRIGORIS 
Yes. Give us Manolios. 
AGHA. 
All right. Send, some men out. · Have him brought here. 
GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros. Find him and bring him to the square. 
MANOLIOS 
(ENTERS) There's no need to send for Mano1ios. I'm here. 
lfuat do you want? 
:P.ANAYOTAROS 
. Let me ·kill lim• Let me •. · 
AGHA 
Shut up., you fool.. Come here, k'I8nolios. (MANOLIOS CROSSES TO 
THE AGHA. THE VILlAGERS MOVE BACK) So you're the leader~ 
Is that true? 
MANOLIOS. 
Yes. The refugees are ·good people. , Let them keep the land, Agha. 
G~GORIS 
. Give us Manolios 1 
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·viLlAGERS 
Give us Manolios 1 .·. 
AGHA 
Shut upl You1re the :l.eader? I l.ike you, Manolios,. It's too bad .. 
·MANOLIOS· 
The refugees are innocent • 
. AGHA 
It 1 s toobad, Manolios. You're a .rea1 saint, but who understands.· 
You and I should have a .ta11c. We could discuss the merits of 
the ·good life. . 
(tApAS RUS!IES lN) 
IADAS 
Agha1 Fathert. The refugees set fire to my house ... Everything's 
btirning., 
AGHA 
1·lhat' s that? 
. :' ·IADAS 
J:l;y house . in on fire 1 . ·.Everything is bUrn.ingl 
. ·AGHA 
Now tl:iey1ve gone too far. · 
1-'IA.NOLIOS · 
The refugees have hurt .no one. 
· GRIGORIS. 
1fuat have I said, Agha? Now do you b.elieve me? Give us the 
leader l G:i.v~ us· J:fanolios. 
·· AGHA 
Take himi Truce himi I've had enough of ~s nonsense. Pm 
sending for artillery •.. I'll kill every rebel Greek in this 
province! 
(HE EXITS) 
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GRIGORIS 
Tie h:illl up l 
(PANAYOTAROS AND O'r.HERS TIE MANOLIOS' HANDS BE;HIND HIS BACK) 
GRIGORIS 
J3r;o1:her Christians~- The church is a haven for the sheep who are 
f'aithf'u1 and whose shepherd is Christ. 1fuen a sheep is disea~ed, 
the shepherd drives it out to save the rest.. It. is painful to a 
priest to see contamination, but the others must be saved. We 
must clean our · stable and be pure in heart. For tonight we 
celebrate the birth of Christ. Cry out three times, brother 
· Christians. . Manolios is excommunicated t 
VILifo,GERS 
Manolios is excattattmicatedt 
.GRIGORIS. 
_,· 
Cry out _ three times. Out from here, }fanolios 1 
. (BE USES ·Hrs.'HA.liDs AS IF ~USHJNG A1IAY'AN EVIL SPDUT) 
VILlAGERS 
aut ±~rom heret Manolios I •. 
(jRlGORIS 
He has denied. Christ! 
VILLAGERS 
So he ..has 1 He has denied .Chiist l · 
GRIGORIS 
He has denied religiont 
-
VILLAGERS 
So he has. . He has denied religion 1 
GRIGORIS 
He has raised the standard of revolt and b1oodsh:ed .. 
tviLIAGERS 
· That he has donel That he has donet 
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GRIGORIS 
Be he vowed to the eternal fire •. .Amen. 
VIUAGERS 
.Ament 
GRIGORIS 
Have you anything to say? 
HANOLios· 
Nothing .. 
GRIGORIS 
Do you confess? That you are a bolshevik? 
.. , MANOLIOS 
If' bolshevik means 'What I have :in my heart, I. am. Christ, the 
re~ugees, Michael and r. 1'fe 1re all bolsheviks. 
VIU.AGERS 
I( ill himl' Kill. himl Death to Manolios 1 
GRIGORIS 
Panayotaros. lli th my blessing. 
(PANAYOTAROS .· CI.O.$SES m ON }fANOLIOS.. HE STOPS) 
MANOLIOS 
Go ahead, .Panayotaros. I'm not afraid ... Kill me. (TO GRIGORIS) 
·You asked me to be Christ in.the Passion. I was afraid but I 
lrnnted to· try because I believed you. I believed yout . I sa1-r 
the beggars with their swollen bellies. I said those bellie~ are 
the open wounds of Christ. I tried to help them. And I'm glad. 
I did. Did you hear me? I*m. glad I did' (HE STOPS A MOMENT. 
HE SENSES THE DANGER AROUND.· HIM) Now kill me. I'm not afraid. 
Kill mel 
VILIAGERS 
Manolios is innocent 1 Let him got 
GRIGORIS 
He's very ·.clever. Watch out 1 Don 1 t let him get away 1 
(FOTIS .AND HICHAEL ENTER) 
FOTIS 
1"lhat are they doing to· you., Manolios? 
GRIOORIS 
In- zr 
There 1 The rebels have come to ·seize you.r homes t Ki11 him 
now in the .name of Christ 1 
(PANAYOTAROS .AND OTHERS RUSH FORWARD .AND STAB MANOLIOS) 
MICHAEL 
}fanoliost 
(THE VILLAGERS HOID FOTIS AND MICHAEL. THE ASSASSINS· WITHDRAW .. 
HANOLIOS ROCKS ON HIS FEET. HE STARES UP AT CRUCJFJX) 
MANOLIOS 
Oh; Lord ,Jesu.s. Lord Jesus. lihat has happened to me? 
(HE FAL!.S FORWARD) 
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ACT III -- Scene 3 
' ·. 
(EARLY EVENING OF THE SAl·lE DAY. l:ITCHAEL STANDS NEAR THE rlELL 
WAITDJG. FOTIS ENTERS FROM THE AGHA 'S HOUSE. HE DESCENDS FROM 
BALCO:t-.'IY, SHAKJNG HIS HEAD) 
. lirCHAEL. 
I'll go with you., Father. 
FOTIS 
No. You're the 1.eader of the vi:Uage, l.fichael. The bishop wi1.1 
be here in the spring. _ There's a 1.ot to be done. 
(MICHAEL HELPS HIM WITH HIS PACK) 
-MICHAEL 
'Why try, Father. 'J:ianolios d:'±d. For what, Father? All in 
Va.in and for nothing, Father. 
FOTIS 
Perhaps. 
UICHAEL 
Nobody cares, Father. Nobody cares. 
FOTIS 
Someone does, Michael. !n al1. of u.s, ·an eye is open day and 
·night, and it watches.· An ear is open deep in our heart and 
it listens ~. God. 
MICHAEL 
How can God let u.s live on this earth? 
FOTIS 
God· is a potter. He works in mud, bu.t i.ti all the u.g1.:i.ness, He 
su.dden:ly moulds a sparkling pearl. -- a Manolios • This is 
goodbye'· Michael. 
MICHAEL 
You. can't .Stay? 
(THE . FUNERAL DIRGE CAN BE HEARD) 
... ,..-
• 
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FOTIS 
No. The .Agha has sent for artillery. l'ie nnist look for new hope. ' 
We are going to bury Manolios on Mount Sarak:ina, and we are 
leaving for good. Goodbye, Michael. 
MICHAEL-
Goodbye, Father~ 
(THE COLD lUND PICKS uP. THE FUNERAL PROCESSION ENTERS. A 
REFUGEE GIVES THE CENSER TO FOTIS, 'WHO TAKES HIS POSITION AT 
THE HEAD OF THE GROuP. FOUR MEN FOLL01f, CARRYING MANOLIOS' 
BODY ON AN OLD WOODEN DOOR.. THE CHANTER SINGS •. THE REFUGEES 
TRtmGE BESIDE AND BEHlND MANOLIOS' BODY, PRAYING AND WEEPJNG • 
.. MICHAEL JOINS THEM. .AS THE PROCESSION HOVES UP AND TOWARD }fOUNT 
-SARAKIN'A, THE rf.IND JNCREASES, AND THE SKY DARKENS. THE LIGHTS 
SI.OiiLY F.ADE AND THE PI.AY ENDS) . 
